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Oc·tober 14, 1976 · 
.. :·Vot- 50/Kfo: 8 
. published ·iridepe~~:iently by the student~:of Ithaca College 
. .. . - •:' . 
.'Ithaca College 
Ithaca , New York 
I.C~- ·Evaluation Set 
" . .' '• ' . ,' 
. . . .... . 
For Next-Week 
I -
By P.eter Ait:mian Th~y undou~btedly will be talking 
·, 'to administrators and deans, and 
The future direction of ltha· ·are· ·expected to communicate 
ca College is likely to be effected wifn faculty and stud.ents · as 
by what happl:!1s when . four . well. , .. There are several events 
accrediting teams visit our _cam- planned . for the Middle States 
pus next week. The evaluating team, as well as for . the three 
groups .represent. four different other teams. 
educational agen~ies whose func- · First, on Sunday afternoon, 
tion is to decidE(whether schools 
a reception will be held at 
merit accreditation. President Whalen's house for all . 
These agencies are: l) The the -t~aili' members and various 
Middle States Associatiom- of repr~seritatives of the Ithaca 
Colleges and Secondary Schools- College'community, Monday and 
This team will be observing the Tuesd~y the teams will be busy 
college as a whoie: - 2) The gathering-uata-about the college. 
National Association· of Schools The Middle ~tates team· will be 
'of Music-Their teqm will focus on have _:a· 1;ireakfast meeting with 
the Music. Sc??OI: 3) ~he. the local members of the Board of 
~ational Council_ for A~cred1t~- Trustees on Tuesd.!l}'. morning:. -
_tH~n- of !eacher __ ~ducation-Thts Also on T~sday; ,\he Middle_ 
~oup :Vdl be ~ook1~g at teach~r _ States teaIJKwill con~u_c,~ a;n. open 
. education p~ogr_am ~~ a~l ~eas, ho~se me~ting with·.-·s_tudents 
-. · At The.rational AssociatI!)n ?f Jsj>~.1:00 PM to 3.:00·'.PM in the 
___ Sch~~l_s 9f :heatre-The team wilJ-;;~~s'[.o~~s-;-_ foll~~~:hy:an open 
· -~ be. ch~1~~- o~t ~he Dra~a house for-'facult,y'_:ri}!!n$ers from 
-Department, "".h1ch 1s up for _its_ 4:00 P;M:· to· ·lf:OOPl\1: in the 
,. , _ ?~st accred!tation. - ... Crossroads. The teac·her educa-
-: ,,. ~~- ~d-~e ~tates. te_am 1(':ti'1>ri team will,)(pld an open house 
~_,.(~ - v!-~~~~~-, ~~~ 5ignifi~t- in the De~otte Room for fac,,dty 
. , ,_.. s111~e 1£ ~n examme all function- from 4:00PM until· 6:00PM ... 
a_! ~pect~ of Ithaca 9>lle~..--'!_l!e·- 'Befire -tfieir.· depahure -o'itWed- ;-
~n~e n,em~ers or this _gi:_oup, ~ ne·s~ay October 20, each --or the 
. .educators ·m s~~e -capac~~ ~ wm_ ·visiting-- teams : wilf-)neet with . 
have campl~te Ire~dom · to ~~- President Whalen and his admin-
i;;erve __ and_ inve_stiga~ by wha~- istrators and' present oral ·re-
ever-pi'.oces~ they choo.se aod m ports on their perceived status of 
whatever areas they choose. · _ · 
t" ued e2 
Photo -by Frank Sellers 
President James J. -WhaJ~n Will 
~-- Speak , Witli -Tlie--·st_uaeiit--· co:riai~~ss·~~ 
At _8:00_p.m. Tonie:ht In Towers 
·c-af eteria Phone 
Compan_y 
Overcfiarf!es 
Silence used to be golden 
but today it's talking that makes 
the money -.. especially if - that 
talking is. done over the tele-
phone on long distanee calls. 
Xnd where does your money that 
pays for 'the next best thing to 
being there' actually go'! In part, 
to politicans. 
- New times magazine (the 
national one, not the local) 
· ·reported recently that a Fe<:1eral 
Communications Commission 
study, four years in the making, 
found that the Bell . System 
overcharged its customers by 1.6 
billion doliars -on long distance 
interstate" phone · calls between 
1971 and 1975. 
. As if'the overcharging was-
n't had-enough·, the money was 
used, -claimed the New 'Fimes, 
"t~ woo 'the favor of key officials 
in several states." 
Some examplesc Maryland 
Governor Marvin ·Mandel was 
take~ ·on· an .annual deep-sea 
.- fish.ing -trip, Georgia politicans 
were. treated to a $2,500 dove--
. hunting. expedition in Mexico, 
· and former Lt. Governor of 
South Dakota Bill Douherty was 
paid ~ consultant fee by Bell 
while still in office. 
According to the New Times 
secret politic.al funds have so far 
been discovered in .16 states, 
nearly ail the in the South and 
Southwest, and investigations -
are continuing into the practices 
of .. various - Bell offices and 
. officers. : .... 
' ' ,•' 
., 
'·' .,, 
--- - • - -~. •• ':.f!"fr,:,r ··- ~:- • --· • - -- ·' 
.inquirer 
Question: Would you like to see the NFT 
system abolished and the institution of the D and F 
brought about? · 
By Kim Howe 
Phot!)s by Linda Stewart 
L' .. 
_Kathy McElheny, Phys Ed. '79. 
"Y cs, it would raise Ithaca's 
standards and it would make me 
work harder." 
l'indy Newman, rec. '79. "No, I 
don't think it should be abolished 
lw<'.tW,(' ii looks bl•tter than an I<' 
and it mak(•s me f(•PI I don't liavt• 
Io work as hard." 
. / 
Jay Sh~enan, Bus, Adm . . '78. 
"No. I think we should keep the 
NFT. Receiving a D leaves little 
significance, you may -as well 
take another course and receive 
credit.;, 
Jane Marcus, Sociology, '78. 
"No. If you fail the course you 
have another chance to pass 
without_ having it show up on 
your record. But I can also see it 
from the ·competitive aspect." 
Howie Bloom, Health Adm. '77. 
"Yes I think a lot of people'would 
· f:1thl'r s~•Ltle for a D and receive 
('rt•dit ratht•r than a1LNFT and no 
<'rt•dit." 
Jun Meredith, history ··18. "·Y l'S, \ 
I think 11 ht: NFT systt•m should 
lw aholisht;d -providing that lhl' 
datl' for dropping l'OUrses ht• 
l'xtt>nded undt'r the D. and F 
sysll'm." 
' Jay· Shepard, Anthro '78. "No. 
' 
I'm in favor of mainta~riingr the. -
NFT because it- gives- peoplt a 
hettt•r chance· to cover up for 
past mistakes. It off~rs more 
jnl't•ntivt• to pass the course." 
- ' .. . . .... 
, .. ·.·--·- ,.,t..,.---~ ...... , _ _.._ ......... 
' . 
,. Science_.~·-·. 
continued from pape 1 that due~- ~~e\~~ii -a~~~ce ·_ F e_llowsli~p 
Ithaca College •.. ., - _ .. , _ , '-'· rate,J_ac_':(lr~g f:9,,Mmi~~ioi;is - , J\.T ded 
. After the Completed visit; · Director,. Matt,Wall; 71 percent,· . . .. J. ~-ee_ -
each 'team will send· a written of freshman ·caoqidates ·were· · .. ,,, ~ ... , .. · · , 
report to I.C. The College will be admitted·." for 1975-76) Ithaca - The National Research 
able to respond to possible College is becoming more like a Council has again been called : · 
mistakes in the reports. Within community college rather than a upon to advise ~he National: .. 
the next six to eight months,,the school where students enter with Science Foundation in the selec;, ' 
four· agencies will review the a definite goal in mind. _Rya.n tion'of candidates for thefounda- ': 
reports done by Ithaca ·College thinks the question that reac- tion's National Needs Postdoc-· 
(the self-study document~ al- creditation 'really revolves toral Fellowships·. - Panels of : 
ready prepared) the report of the around for those evaluating is: outstanding scientists appoined. ·. 
~isiting team, and · mty other "How well is an institution by , the Research Council will , . , 
materials required by the.__ - perpetuating the status quo?" evaluate applications of all cand- :: 
agency. Aft~r ~sessing the Assistant Dean of the Mu~ic didates. Final selection will be · ~-
report~. they will · make their School, Davis- Berman, pointed made by the Foundation, ·with 
final decision on Ithaca College's , out the positive aspects of awards to ,be announced in. 
reaccreditation status, and maif reaccreditation, saying, . it mid-March 1977. · 
notification. ·. "makes us re-analyze our mis- National Needs Postdoctoral 
WhaC does reaccreditation sion ... you discover strengths you Fellowships will be awarded for 
mean for Ithaca Colleg~? The never realize you· had". ,Berman study or research on scientific 
general consensus seems · to be elaborated on the thought that problems related to national 
that it will be a useful means of the Music School is in excellent needs in the mathematical, phy-' 
self-examination an·d an' aid for shape.' In reference to the _sical,, medical, biological, engin·- ·, 
the. future. A few academic school's potential to get reac- eering and social sciences. 
deans and faculty members com- credited, he said, ''.About that, Persons interested in interdis-
mented on the process: _ we have no doubt."_ c1plinary national-need-related 
Professor Jules Bergevin's re- Director of the Business· studies are encouraged to apply. 
action to reaccreditation was: . School, Neil Massa, e·xpres,sed a · Awards will- not be made in 
"Wonderful. ... Being evaluated is positive view toward reaccredit- clinical, education, or business 
a great idea." He expressed the ation also. He saw it as a fields, nor in history, social 
opinion that we shoul_d be totally valuable method and added, work, or public; health. Applica- -
open about the process, saying, "Improvement is always called tion may . be made by perso~s 
"We should- expose ourselves "for." ' When questioned ·on who will have earned ·by the 
completely." · · possible problems in his school he 'beginnng of their fellowship 
Politics professor Jake Ryan sai.d, "Very simply, (there is) one tenures a doctoral degree in one 
feels that these accreditors will weakness: We don't have of the fields ·.of science listed 
be looking at the·"wrong" things enough faculty." .above or· have had research 
when they evaluate. He suspects Deam of the Center for training and experience equiv-
that the criteria, used will be Interdisciplinal'Y'- .Studies, Wil- alent to that l:'epresented· by such 
"crude measures" such as ·how lard Daetsch, stated the view a degree, and who will have held 
-many faculty in a "al!partment that reaccreditation served as an the doctorate for no more than 
have Ph.D.'s, or 'quantities, like impetus-for an "internal look:for five years as of Deceinber 6, 
how many books there are in the · . internal purpose.'' He said, 1976. All applicants must be 
library. He stressed that, he feels fairly relaxed about the citizens of the United States, and . 
instead of these measures, they Center's _,status because be be- will be judged solely. on the basis '. 
should focus on, "substance and_ . lieves it is adhering to its original of ability. 
personal growth in the_ educa- · standards. . ' The basic ~ual stipend for 
tional process." Professor Ryan President of the Student Postdoctoral fellows is $12,000 ,, 
also noted that Ithaca Colleg43 :&>dY, John Nader, commented per annum; a. ~ited travel . 
face·s a serious problem in ·its ;that reaccreditation "should be a allowance is also provided. . In_. 
conflict between professions.and _ positive thing" as.opposed to ·a addition: the National Science 
liberal studies. He exphasized situation in which people are Foundation will normally provide 
that th~ students accepted here afraid of the consequences. He the fellowship institution with an 
are of · a great variety in noted, "Maybe it will show us allowance en behalf of the Fellow 
. backgrounds and ability to ban- some faults we haven't seen 
die college-level work. He added before.'' continued on page 15 
' -ST.UDENT. CONGRESS· 
will meet tonight 
October 14 
I ' 
·in the Towers Cafeter.ia·D 
-- ' . \ ., .. -·' 
Con~ress- wiU ,pe 
., 
'. 
addressed by 
. . . ' ,• 
Preside·nt James J. Wha.ten 
/ 8t00 
. . ' 
~· -
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· Over 100,000 college student 
age voters will have•tne:oppor -
tunity to cast a ballot on 
November 2 as a result" of voter 
regtstration drives at 160 campus 
- es · located- throughout New 
York State, ttle New York Public 
Interest' Research Group (NYP1 
IRG ): r_eJ)_orted today.· _ 
NYPIRG, a student based 
public- interest group, working 
witli ,the New .York' Student 
Voter REGISTRATION Drive, a 
coalition of' six student groups, 
launcJ)ed: voter registration 
drives on 96. campuses during 
September. 
NYPIRG Executive Direc -
tor Donald. Ross attributed the. 
large increase in student voter 
- registrations to New York's mail 
registation law which went into 
effect earlier this year. "Student 
apathy has been greatly over -
blown as the reason for low 
~tuaent voter ·turnout. In New 
Yorkt' ·thc1 :ntajdr probli!iri" has••:· tration Drive, "One ·reason ·why 
. a)wa:ys·, been· , registration·. and·. this •yeav's campus drives were I 
absen~ee voting Jaws that disc - . so successful compared to prev -
riminate agai'nst students. Until ious -years' efforts was that 
this year New York's registra - NYPIRGand other student 
· tion laws make it impossible for groups Vf~e able to obtain 
stud~nt gr~ps to conduct succes several hundred · thousand mail 
· sful registration drives on n•gistration forms in advance for 
·college ciimpuses." mass distribution on college 
· campuses. We were ab1e to ship 
- - Previously, New York had ' voter reg1'stratlon kits consisting 
required most students to regis/. of posters, leaflets and thousands 
ter by appearing in person before of mail registration forms to any 
the county board of elections campus in I.he state within 24 
where their parents reside, -0ften hours." Local campus orga·niza · 
many miles distant from their t ions then registered student 
campus residence. New York vot(•rs _using such methods_ as 
still requires most students- to door to door canvassin~ in 
vote by absentee ballot, a dormitories, mass distribut10n of 
eoinplicated process that usually the forms in classrooms and 
requires three separate mailings through student mail rooms. 
during the month preceding an NYPIRGalso used a converted 
l'leclion. · .- school hus a a Mobile Voter 
According to Dave Hopkins, Registration Center to register 
Stale-widp Coordinator for the students on campuses in Albany, 
Nt•w Yor~ _Student Voter Regis. Binghamton. Rochester. Syra · 
-- -~Pro_fessional Amateur'· 
cuse, and Utica. Communications 
with students were maintained 
with the Student Voter Registra 
· tion Hotline. a toll-free number 
which students could call for 
answers to voter registraion 
prohkms and questions. 
the Voter- Registration Drive. 
sponsorsJlre hoping that a large 
student voter turnout on Novem 
- ht>r 2 will signal the end of a 
dismallv low voter turnout of 
studPnts and young persons 
gerwrally. According to -Paul 
Hudson, attorney for NYPIRG 
and the New York Student Vot£>r· 
R(•gistratiopn Drive, "Then• are 
a numhcr of election districts 
whPre the margin of victory is 
IPss than 2,000 votes. A larg(• 
incrt>ast• ·in th(• number of young 
votns in tht'se districts could 
havt• a larg(• impact. on some 
st atP ll'gislativc and Congr(•ssion 
;ll ra('<'~- Tht• stud(•nt vole may 
continued _on page 18 
Georl{e Plimpton To Speak At lo Ca 
·9n Tuesday October 19 at With _the same curiosity and Paris Review, a literary quarter- of the American Literary An-
8:00 pm, George Plimpton will be respect for a_ccomplishment that ly which has celebrated over two thology, now in its fourth vol-
speaking in the U1_1_jon Cafeteria. he felt in the world of sports, - decades of critical acclaim under ume. He has taught at Barnard, 
Tickets are one dollar and may, Plimpton moved into the arts by Plimpton's editorship. He has been an associate· editor of 
be purchased in the Office of· signing on as a percussionist with recently edited the four volumes Horizo"!- Magazine, a special 
Campus Activities or at the door. the New York Philharmonic. · of interviews with famous liter- contributor to Sports lliustrated 
Also, the movie Paper Lion.-will NBC-TV was on hand for this one ·ary· figures entitled Writers At and an associate editor of Har-
be shown on Monday, October 18 with a _tape~ extr~vaganza, The Work that first appeared in the per's Magazine.· 
- in T102 at 9:15 pm. These events Secret Musical, Life of George magazine. He is also the director 
.- are ·being spon.sored by--the SAB PliTTJ,pton. . Of the project, · 
Speakers Committee. Leonard Bernstein said, "He did. 
·· -George Ames--Plimpton is very well for an amateur, but 
· fully qualified to dispel the then ... that's his profession, isn't 
- illusions about the easy road to it." 
professionalism. --. In humility During 1970-71, George 
rather than arrogance, he has let Plimpton wrote and starred _in 
himself be outmatched in a series several other TV specials inclu-
ofe~traordinary .competitions; in ding stints as_a stand up comic at 
which he· fulfills the universal · Caesar's Palace, a· last· string 
fantasy of chaUe~ging the - . quarterback for the Baltimore.· 
champion~. Partly· for-fun and Colts, and •a ~wboy .in a John 
partly for the purpose-of being .Wayne.movie, and an aerialist in 
able to give his readers a feeling the Clyde Beatty Cole Brother's 
of what it's like for an amateur to . · Circus .. 
compete with the pros, Plimpton A native of New York City, 
has invaded . and then chronicled George Plimpton graduated lfar-
his experiences in a.way ·no real . vard_University and Ki11g's Col-
. athlete or entertainer would dare lege, Cambridge University. In 
let on an·d no armchair novelist 1953, ·1n Paris, he founded The 
would ever dream up. . N NEIN •GI• 
His first best-seller, Paper I -
L~o:°· _is an account okf' bis truhe a' .s· . ' E-. .· experiences as a roo 1e·'Oll t 
Detroit Lions football team. One. 
reviewer. called it "possibly the 
m·ost arresting and "delightful 
narrative in all sports' literature ffl 
in which he captures the sights I . 
aQd sounds of pro footoan·-with 
CHARMS BOUTIQUE. 
. : . ~-,~~st to .. tlh!h f a~hlQ~L~=- . ·?= 
. •mens all(I .ladies clothes •shoes. boots 
•lmPorted ilfts from around the world 
'. · •handmade Jewetn, •leather eoods 
•smoklru! accessories 
uni:ommon fidelity." In his.next El 
-b~stseller, Out of My League, m 
Plijnpton recounted his exhaust- · 
A~Y- senior w~o 
ing_ e~perience pitching before a P-1 
postseason e~hibition game_ at 1o1 
Y;mkee Stadium between· Amer-_ l 
ica~ and National Lea~e stars. __ ·, · . 
Ernest Hemingway called tlie 
book""beautifully observed and 
in~r~dibly _c?il.<:_('!ived · ~ith the . 
_did. not sign up for ~enior portraits 
but -Wishes to have one? taken, 
there is still .free time··available 
·- Thursday and Fridaya 
. ·1 
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVEa 
. - . 
Nl:11 • 
a 
m 
a 
I 
El 
m 
El 
c~ilhng quality of a true night- El"- _ 
mare." . m ,' 
. . '. From there Plimpt~n we~t I · ~ 
on.: to tennis where. he was 
\\'.hipped off the courts by Pancho El 
Gonzalez. In pro golf · he was· 1 ·
ol_lt-bogeyed wifh a handicap. of 
18. -,I~c has also been royally 
!rn~cke1 out by · light weight 
c~amp Archie Moore a!!_d out-
trumped at bridge by Oswald 
Jacoby. H~ nearly-killed himself Elm· 
driving ;1 sports car in .a race 
10am· ~3P'11 a_nd 4pm · =~pm I 
dOWf! · the Baja P~ninsul~ and · ··Thursday 
d~atb-defying high wire.act. - : . _ 10am 111!1 2pm 
·ret~rned to hoolt up with tlif a 
Flying/ W allendl!,S in a truly ., 
.-:.:· ."If-George ever concentra- · , . ..-: · 
. t~_~_;on_ o~_e:_thin~:. ~o~:.Jq1~~~-:- 1 ::'.'.'----,· ·"·· ·.: •. ,;., . . . ~ .I!' .d . , 
what he could d~, --tht; ,eJytotl"'of -- ·;--:- ;-' ;.;"?_·. CJ' -~ •,' .:~ t.•' ~: - ·,. sr:.,, ay 
Sports ·Illustrated once~ re-· - :- · -··-. Y'_;:\. {-. ~"'.">· ·e..<' ... ~-:.r:, ~~t .. -· .. _ .... 
--:.~:t:i; ~~/~ei~·~e·t;;;:~~·:_ -~:-··;1h·;.the.~JOB'. · ROOM :IN.-· THE· UNION·. 
''BUmptol!' kept" moy_ing )m. to;,::.I:, .. -, ·::_ .. : . ·-: .. ·.::•A:· pbo•nnr ph_. '' .a' . . ... ,. 
co~qiS~~---~~,_.~~.:e?,_nque~~·-:bYt",.:lf;:,--l· ... _·-~ _ ::.~-:: '·_.:-_:_..1'~~:-: .. ~·-,;,. ,:~~-~,:-:,!. :~ :··e..rs 188a 
_. stin ~o~~ _prores~~9na1-_amb1J1~µs_. - -~ ,- . · mEi!=,lm-a.' 191 - ,m, 
' .. ,. .·. ,, ' ,~ ,:': : ;' \ 
• I ·-::·: ·.,, ... • ~·~ .):. r ... '\.:_ -r.';.:,:. ~-,; ._• :; ·~:. ,./ ? .·. 
,'-::. - -:._· ·- '' .;:. .:.-:-- -~ ~ ... · .... ~. 
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The Selling Of T}ie T~rm.J?,~P~t. 
~~ -. • '" ~:,: ~,~ ~ • ' L~' ,;'• 
There once was a time when college -was 
regarded as a period in an individual's life that 
could be set aside for a·-very -special type of 
development. It was that time between childhood 
and adulthood when a person co~ld live securely 
with his ideals, isolate himself from the corruption 
a?d . social standards of the real world and put 
himself through a fair and honest test. 
In the. last decade, however, a change has 
taken place in. academia which has brought an 
abrupt end to the secluded idealis!TI of a college 
campus. No longer can a student live with the false 
assumption that money is not important in a 
capitalistic society. No longer ciµi a student believe 
he can succeed on talent alone, and that some form 
of external con!')ections are not pecessary for 
success. The age of made to order. term papers has 
arrived, and it is now possible for students. to buy 
their way to a college degree. 
About once a month or so the Ithacan receives 
offers from a term paper company to publish 
advertisements for their product. While the 
Ithacan has consistently refused to do business 
. with them it is likely that they have found other 
ways to make themselves known in Ithaca and 
elsewhere, and the issue is not one which should be 
side-stepped by people involved in higher educa-
tion. 
In a 1973 article for Esquire magazine' Philip 
RoseuLerg discussed the development of the term 
paper industry, and its effects on the academic 
world. His investigation led him to a number of 
different . companies, bearing such names as 
"Academic Marketplace," "Planned Paperhood," 
and "Possibilities Unlimited." After a short period 
of rapid growth, some of the companies have been 
forced to disband, or at least to go underground. A 
growing concern among college administrators and 
faculty has led to strong legal pressures against the 
companies. Some states, New York included, have 
passed laws to the effect that it is now illegal to sell 
term papers or any form of written information 
that even resembles a term paper. 
The individuals who run term paper companies 
have offered numerous justifications for their 
existence. One shrewd entrepreneur argued that 
he was not selling term papers, but rather 
reasearch. The fact that his company was called 
"Enjay Term Papers Inc.".only a few months prior 
to this statement didn'f'seem to disturb him. His 
premise that his business was limited to selling 
research was not good enough to satisfy the law, 
however, and he became one of many targets for 
New York prosecutors. 
A primary argument used by people in the 
term paper business is that they are doing the 
students far more good than harm. They view 
'themselves as a student service which makes a 
student's schedule more efficient than would 
otherwise be the case. One Boston dealer told 
Rosenberg that he felt "time" was the most 
·· important aspect of a student's education. He saw 
the process of researching a paper as a great waste 
of time. It involved running around to numerous 
libraries where there was no guaranty the proper 
books could be found. He felt that very little could · 
be learned in the time a student spends traveling 
between libraries, and said that if- a student buys 
his papt•r ht· will have more time to pursue 
activities of gt>nuine interest to him. A student 
interviewed hy Rosenberg echoed these state-
ments. He used the tif!1e he saved by not writing 
papers for dasses he had no interest in writing 
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papers on a.subject he cared alrout, and then sold. 
them to other students. 
One .studnet said he was in the habit of 
purchasing term papers in the interest of his 
academic' survival. In an attempt to rationalize his 
position; he said when confronted with writing a 
term paper and studying for a final exam in the 
same time period, he had severe doubts of his 
abi!ity to do both. By purchasing a term paper, he 
believed he could better prepare himself for the 
final exam. He had made up his mind that flunking 
a class was a lot worse than cheating on a term 
paper, and was able to ri~ himself of any guilt 
feelings. · 
To the credit of the term paper companies, 
they have highly competent staffs and produce 
quality products. Most of the larger companies will 
only hire writers in possession of at least a Master's 
degr~e, and very often the paper will be written by 
Phd. s. In some cases a term paper company will 
employ the resident faculty of a college town to do 
some of their paper writing: I nothing else, this at 
least assures the student the paper he is buying: 
meets the minimal standards of excellence enforced 
by hls ·school. 
In spite of all these justifications, one really 
has to wo6der about the value of purc;, .. sing term 
papers in the long run. It would seem if a student is 
engaged in such a practice that the credibility of 
any degree he earns would be lacking. A college 
diploma i~ued by a cer~ified institution is a legal. 
statement that an individual-. has completed a: 
specified set of requirements and has mastered · 
cerain skills. - To the bes~ of our knowledge, we 
know of no s<;hool whose ·requirements include Ute 
purchase of_ term papers. For a student to present 
a diploma to a potential employer after purchasing 
his term papers is fraud. It is an insult both·to the 
employer and the school. If hired the student may 
find himself taking on more responsibility than he 
is capable of handling, which does neither him or 
the employer ·any good. ' 
It is for reasons such as these that it is hard to 
bel_ieve the arguments from the term paper 
companies that they are offering a student service. 
,, 
What th~y r~ally a~e doing is' offering students an 
' unnecessary temptation. They teach students to 
be reliant on a "money can buy anything" approach 
to life. This robs the students of the confidence to 
stand up on their own, as witnessed by the person · 
who was convinced he could not ·do well in both a 
term paper and a final exam at the same time. · 
One of the worst effec;ts of the term pap~l'" 
industry is that is exploits a-number of people who 
become involved with it. Most students are·'not 
operating on unlimited funds. Term papers are 
expensive, and it is not unusual to find prices 
ranging from fifty to one hundred dollars .. Like any 
vice, pur_~hased term papers can quickly erods a 
stude_nt bu~get; the companies /re taking 
advantage of msecure and poorly orgamzed people. 
Another group of people who are exploited by the 
term'. paper industry are the "academic proletari-
ans". These are· the underworld figures· of 
academic life, people who have dropped out-'. of 
school on a formal level but continue to associate 
themselves with a, campus and the educational 
process.· The major companies will pay the!se 
people approximately tJill() dollars a page for 
writing term papers, which hardly comes out to a 
fair hourly wage. In many cases top-rank scholars 
· are winding up as professional term paper writers, 
and work for sub-Jl!inimal wages. 
Rosenberg's article points to one example of a 
college professor being employed as a writer by a 
term paper company. In addition to the problem of 
this professor receiving an unfair wage, this-
presents an issue of an extremely serious nature. 
In such a case, one has to question wnether it is 
possible foi'this professor to do his job effectively. 
Suppose that such a professor finds a student of his 
turning in a paper that the professor actually wrote 
for a company, how can he possibly handle this 
situation in an objective manner? Chances are the 
professor would renege on his responsiblity to 
. discount the student's paper out of fear of losing his 
own reputation and position. The grade given by 
this professor loses its credibility and fails to do 
justice to the academic standards of the school. 
The involvement of some college professors in 
the term paper companies illustrates the depth of 
this problem. I_t is a problem to wnich ·no tfo~y 
answer can be found, since it is in many ways 
representative of,some of the major flaws in ·our 
society. It seems only natural that a society which 
relies on mass production would eventually deveJop 
the mass produced college student, and ultimately 
the mass produced term paper. 
A colleg~ education involves much more than 
. the simple memorizing of facts from a purchased 
term paper. An integral part of a student's college 
experience sho'ulcl be the, development of self-disci-
pline, the perfection of research techniques, and an 
apprecia~ion for t_he joy <_:if learning. A degree i~ an 
indication to the world 'that a student has been able 
to cope with specific. pressures and has met· his 
responsibilities. The _purchasing of term papers 
dis_torts the meaning behind a ~egree. 
If allowed to continue, the selling of term 
papers could set a dangerous precedent for the 
future of higher education' in America. It reduces a 
college e?ucation to ~ ~retext, and unless a strong 
attempt 1s made to discourage the practice we will 
be faced with·a potential education~) tragedy. - .. 
Pen-pal 
Requested 
· Editorial- Comm.ended 
Dear Editor: 
My name is Jef Brown and I 
am w~iting this . letter fr,om a 
state prison. i am 22 ·years old, 
white,. and I try to keep up with 
what's going on in the world 
today. I am in jail for burglary 
and will be here for a while. I am 
writing to yoi.L in hopes of finding 
people who · are interested in 
corresponding with nte! 
My address is; 
Jef Br~wn 
76-0~7., 
Box 51 -- . 
Comstock, New York 
-1>. 
12821· 
To the Editor: 
You are to be praised for the 
fine editorial you had in the 
September 25 issue about the 
Jerry Garcia concert. 
. I a~ happy t~ be working 
with the Concert Com,mittee this 
year and am l<>okirig forward'to a 
yvonderful_year~wodting with the 
concerts. lam not'a ~tudent'here' 
at, Ithaca Colfege ~uf I am 
employed by SAGA Corporation 
at the Union cafeteria. Through 
a friend I W!lS able to get on the 
Committee and I have enjoyed it 
- \ ' . . .,, 
, -_. r. 
... 
very much. Howard Bloom, 
· Jerry and Mike C::hambers are to 
be praised for the fine job they 
are doing and for _the fi~w 
' coll]_ntents they made to me after · 
the first concert. We have a 
second concert this Saturday in 
Ford Hall. I liope to see a lot of you ·there. I am sure you wil! 
enjoy it ,very much. ·- ·i 
·· Yours very truly; 
Lowell Haro@ Harding 
SAGA dining:hru,l~ 
Union Cafete~ 
. ' .. ·: ~1 J 
, .... _,, 
' \ 
(~~--V,_ou_, r_Sp_a_c ___ ·~_ ... -_ .... --~-) 
- .I ' ' ¥ .... 
ConrttY Mental Health Board Dilemma 
By Roberta Batt, M·.D: 
At this time, by recent actions of the Tompkins 
County Mental Health Board, 'I am faced with the 
unavoidable dilemma of compromising sound 
· medical practice or else playing politics with 
medicine which is equally reprehensible. As the 
, sole County psychiatrist, I am being forced to 
. assume de facto the responsibility for almost all 
problems of a medical psychiatric nature brought to 
County facilities. The present situatiop of Mental 
JJ,ealth Services within Tompkins County is a grave 
and untenable. one for anyone in my position. To 
.elaborate: 
The Mental Health Clinic operates under 
.licensure of the New York State Department of 
Mental Hygiene with a licensed psychiatrist as 
head, assuming direct clinical supervision. This 
makes me, working directly as Clinic head, 
responsible for all care given there. Although the 
job descripti1;m is that of Supervising Psychiatrist, 
I was hired as Clinic Director, and as such I also 
have all Clinic administrative responsibilities. In 
Bet-.,'"& CI o se.J ,Doors 
0 
addition to the supervisory and administrative 
responsibilities necessarily incumbent upon me ~ 
Clinic Director, I presently must take responsibil-
ity as the sole County psychiatrist for all 
psychiatric services which the Department of 
Mental Health Services is legally obligated to . 
provide. At least since 1969, two full time 
psychiatrists' positions have existed within Tomp-
kins County, Mental Health Services. Because the 
grade level and salary were not even remotely 
adequate to prevailing physician salaries, one 
position (mine) has more often been vacant than 
_filled. The one psychiatrist in the County employ 
(Dr. Hamlisch) had never been able alone to fill the 
Cunty psyc]iiatric needs before I c~me,- and this 
was in "good" times. The demands at this time ·are 
of even greater magnitude and severity, mirrorint 
the problems of large segments of our society. It 
should therefore be obvious that there is no way, 
without compromising sound medical standards, in 
which I alone can respond to all problems of a 
medical _ _psychiatric nature brought to County 
facilities, to the Clinic supervisory responsibilities 
of ongoing patient care, to the daytime random 
b~ ffi1TCHELL 
0 
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emergency demands, to the administrative re-
quirements of the Clinic, to the community 
involvements integral to Clinic operations requir-
ing the Clinic Director's involvement, and to 
non-emergency evaluations of patients requiring a 
physician's attention. It is not a question of the 
number of hours worked as some seem to think; it 
is rather that as long as one person is in the role of 
sole County psychiatrist, the needs will overwhelm 
that person's capacity to deal with them 
responsibly. To put it another way, it is a question 
of how thin a physician's responsibility can be 
stretched. It is a.matter of both professional ethics 
and medical standards as to whether I can continue 
to serve as an employee of Tompkins County 
Mental Health Services. 
I have pointed out this reality to those persons 
responsible for the level of services as early as July 
16 of this year in a memorandum I wrote 
elaborating on an Interim Mental Health Services 
plan, and'in answer to questions put to me by the 
Ithaca Journal on September 2, 1976. At that time 
I stated that no physician o~cupying my role w6uld 
DH 1 
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Roundy Roundie's 
Record Sale! 
-Mary Cutler at the Ithaca College Bookstore 
is having a pre-Easter Sale· on records this week, 
. . 
- with prices that will keep Peter Cottontail hopping for ··years t 
And if you don't _have a stereo, 
.buy the records anyway ... and drop by Mary's house any time, 
·and use her- machine! 
' ' ' . . :-
,, ,REGULAR. HOURS: 
~I~---,;. ' .: - ' 
'' ' 
·-
-~ 
most records 
or $21189 
-· ~ - t 
: ' -,:.'' 9am -,4::3_0p,il} - '--. 9am -12 noon SATURDAYS' 
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Man"l{er De_f ends Jlo_i,,k,t()r~ ae.f ore.-Students-
. ' ~ . . . . . . - ~ : • :-, . . · ... ~, :.~'°:,", :· . . . • 
By Doug lan~back her knowledge of the.bookstore's ~i ko!?1 th~·fYPi~fl-?wn~~~;\(~;~with it: . / matter turned· up another ln-
across the country, "probably 99 mei:hant. W.e-hope tI!at_w.,'.e.;lli'«t~t.··· ~:At one point of the· discuss _come Statement dated June 31, 
percent of them do." getting s?m~ ser.vi~es:acrosi!"that· ·. · sion'; .~. ~tudent brought up the 1976, which indjcated that after a 
Why are we paying such -- Mrs. Cutler: stressed that fou aren t being charged for.'' . question that if Mrs. Cutler was physical inventory of.the store, 
high prices at t.he bookstore? the approximately 20 percent At this' point, Mrs_. Cutler trying to make "a smail surplus," "the small surplus"·for th~ year 
Why are we getting only a few profit the boostore makes on turned the lecture over to why did the Comparitive Income was more in the neighborhood of 
dollars for our sued books when textbooks is the minimum before ques!ions, · one of which d_ealt · Statement of income and Expen- $25,000. The figure is still an 
we try to resell the'm to the it will lose money after expenses, with thy the· resale valut; of , ses, dated May 31, 1976, indicate approximation due to- the fact 
bookstore? These questions and She went on to say. that books was so low. She explained a $109,167. net gain _on the .. that neither report was com-
many others were dealt with last "there are very few people in the that the bookstore would gi-ve a bookstore:s operation? Mr.s. pletely accurate according to . 
Thursday night (September 28) world today that are in business · student, "a maximum of 50 Cutler conceded to'the fact that, Mrs. Cutler.-
by Mary Cutler, Itliaca College forfun. You might as well acc~pt percent on hardback books and in terms of accounting,- the When asked about ihe shop-
Bookstore manager. profit and then decide what you· one-third for paperbacks," if the Business Services office· and lifting ph>blem, · Mrs. Cutler.:._ 
Speaking before a group of are going to be willing to pay;" · book ~as going to be' used on herself had !•goofed." She stp.tec!, estimated a loss of at least $5,000 
students from Business School Mrs. Cutler stated that· the campus -again. The two biggest' emphatically that the figures _and as high as_ !10,000 each year. 
instructor, Jessica Factor's mar- boostore is a self-supporting factors concerning the amount a were not indicative of the She stated that.figures had been 
k_eting classes in the cavernous entity of the college and that stude_nt wQ.I receive for a used financial situation of the book- higher in past years, but COB$-
S302, Mrs. Cutler stated that they "hopefully make a small hood are that faculty members : store and that __ the bookstore d~rs the guarded exit doors and 
while she and her staff like to l!mount ·of money at the end of -do not sub~iit their book require- r inventory ending May 31, i976 one-way glass enclosed office in 
consider themselves as a "service the year, a small surplus ... to ments -early· enough and --when-· had ~·been grossly overstated, ·the middle of the store as 
organization," she justified her -pour back into the till." there is 3: large surplus of certain_ distorting the net gain: definite deterrents. 'Fhe book-
prices as being the manufactu- "\\'.'e are not charget occQ- textbooks. _ . . Further research into the store personnel cought a total of. 
rer's and publisher's suggested pancy expenses, maintenance If a faculty member does not 35 shoplifters last year. 
retail prices. She explained to expenses-all the services per- submit his book, requirements for. w;: • • . . L b. 
the group that while she is "not formed by the business office or the nex~ semester, the bookstore ,,, ritinc,-. a 
forced to price (textbooks) at the bursar. Therefore ... it is pretty will consider the previous boo½ . ,-. 
publisher's ~uggestion," that, of obvious now that we are diffe- inactive · and will offer Ul~ -r,, R . o 
. student only as much as it can .1.. o - e,,;, pen 
b expect to r_eceive for the book est drinks anywhere ni. .. 11~ from used.textbook wholesalers. 
Also, if a discontinued· text-
book is f~om a popular course 
where there is a large surplus of 
books, the bookstore will offer 
·very little or even decline 
offering to buy it from a student. 
Due to the large cost ot'ship;ping 
shipping and handling to the 
wholesaler, in consideration of 
the low price that the- bookstore 
will receive for the book, many 
times it isn't -equitable to even· 
dinners by 
reservation 
~ TLe LIVERr 
TAVERN phone· 539-7724 
Vanity Fa~A~o;ngewear ~1f il~f \ ~•, _ 
in shqrt & full lengths·-,. 
"The Housewar:mer11 
short style, 24.00 reg. 32.00 
long style, 
Library Renovations have from 9:30 to lt':30 and 12:30 to 
caus~d-the writing lab to close 2:30 in U'brary 304. 
during the fall semester: How- . No appointment is necessary 
ever, Barbara Adams and Mir- and students who want advice in 
iam Kramanick, who ran the lab, writing their papers are encour-_ 
are available- every Wednesday' aged to drop by. The lab will be _ 
_ re-opened for the spring term. 
Student Coalition 
To .Hold Seminar 
• Te Independent Student Co- proposals; the formation of ~ 
alition will hold its first state-·- communications network in Al-
wide seminar on Saturday, Octo- · -bany to send news out to campus 
. ber 23, j.n' Albany. -Scheduled newspapers; and the st~cture of 
guest speakers are, Jay Heshen- the New York State Legislature. 
son, recently· appointed to the . The s.eminar will take place 
Governo.i:·~ Temporary Commis- ·.in tb.e Legislative Offi<:_e Building 
· sion on the Future of Post- of the .Capit-ol Malf Complex in 
Secondary Education in New Albany, beginning at 9:30 am, 
York State, and State 'Senator and lasting 1or the duration of 
Ronald Stafford (R~p-Platts - the afternoon. Any student in an 
burgh), who will receiv_e .'ISC's independent college wishing to 
"Friend of Higher Eaucation" attend should call or write to ISC 
reg. 38.00 28.00 - award. in Albany: 
A COMFORTABLE ROBE IN A 
VERTICALLY QUILTED GLI-
SANDA NYLON WITH ANTI-
CUNG ANTRON Ill, FULLY 
TRICOT LINED, FUNNEL 
NECK, IN-SAM POCKER AND 
SELF m.l'rl'ON FRONT. 
SHORT STYLE IN JUNGLE 
JADE: LONG STYLE IN . 
JUNGLE JADE AND POWDER 
PlWF 8-IR. 
''Home F'ree11 
short·style, 14.00 reg. 18.00 
:.:::~::~-ru!:;,oo I { 
STYLE PLUS COMFORT IN• · 
ANTICUNG ANTRON TRICO-
PAQUE, TENT SHAPED WITH . 
TAP UNTO STITCHED BAND- - · 
ING AT NECK AND RAGLAN~ 
SLEEVES. HIDDEN .ZIP- .. -
FUONT, IN-SEAM POCKET. . .. 
IN AZURELLE AND TIFFANY -/ .. · 
'ltoSE. S-M-L. '• 
, .. 
' . . .~ 
.\· 
. The format ~f the ·seminar (518) 436-7659 
will· include - small discussion - 11 North Pearl Street 
groups focussfng on: the role of Albany, New York 12207 
ISC in Albany; ISC legislative 
Char Pit 
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Out_erwear 
. . 
. . ' 
·· ·_.-·SALE 
.Save 25 MJW, 45% on \ 
- FIRST QUALITY . 
· down parkas-and vests, skijackets, 
'· 
· · snorkel coats, warmup pants, · 
- . . \ ' . •-
·.' 
-J 
j 
·"< 
-.~ 
snomobile suits, and more fine fashions · 
• • • • I 
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iregular ·retail . 
$60.00 
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down parka 
· SALE PRICE 
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by Caryn Picker 
H you have a television, live on campus, and 
you're free any Tuesday. Wednesday or Thursday 
night from 7:45 'til 10:45, then tune in to Channel 6. 
You might see any one of a number of faces that llre 
ramiliar to you frm around campus appear before 
you on the screen. 
Channel 6, WICB-TV, is a student-operated 
station. Joel Reitman, a Junior Ed. Comm. major 
is the Program manager and Jim Johnston a Senior 
TV-R major is the Operations manager. Johnston 
and Reitman both feel that the station is running 
' very smoothy this year. Thus they feel is due to 
the incentive among all the students involved, no 
matter what functions they perform. 
The programs on Channel 6 cover a l>road field 
of subjects, including the more important things in 
life .. like the news. News Scene can be viewed· 
twice each night. Rich Turkel and a number of 
Record Review 
hard-working Comm'!!'-ications majors and n.on-ma~ 
jars tape the shows each nignt so that we will !11 be 
well informed. · 
On the lighter side, Jiin johnston has bis own 
comedy show, The No~ Special Show. The 
program · is written by Jo'!inston and a TV-R 
__graduate of I.C., Mike Yacci. · It is aii upside-d~wn 
· look at what Johnston calls "the idiocies of the junk 
shown on net.work TV~., . , 
The students at Channel 6 bring to ·you each 
week an array._pf progmms which ~hey hope will 
tear you away from the -exciting new se~n the -
networks have tried to provide us with. , 
While you watch you can ·also get the extreme 
satisfaction of knowing that- the people who are 
entertaining )"ou are your schoolmates and friends. 
C~annel 6 is also kill_d enough to sign off just in 
time for Mary. barman, Mary Hartman. 
.................. · ·· Be;..hop Rocks 
by Bill Sauer 
111• hop [ldux,·"s new alhum "Sunhurst Finish" 
,1 ands oul a!-. onP or lht• finest rock alhums to be 
rl'it·asNl ,o far this vt•ar. The British hand headed 
h_v h•:ul !-.ing<·r, guit:irist, and composer Bill Nelson 
in I his I heir third rPlcasl' has mixPd together all the 
propt•r ingrPdiPnts making "Sunhur~t Finish" hY. 
for I h<·ir mo .... t. ('ornph•t.e and succcssf1l alhurn. 
Ill' hop f)plux<· rl'IPasNI their first alpun 
1·111 ii J1·d "Axl' Vit'lurn" st•vt•ral ye•ars ago to mixed 
r,,viPws. The• alhum. only relt•ascd in England, was 
!-.Urre·alisti<' rock and roll and horP a good deal of 
r1•spmhlan1·1· to Bowip's tiarly alhums with the 
Sr1idt•rs from Mars (most nolahly "The Man Who 
Sold t.h,• World"). The• Wl'akm•ww of Nelson's three 
pi1·t·e· h:11·k11p hand only SPrVPd to sh1•d more light 
upon his formidahll' lalcnb.. · 
fn 1!17fi t·anw I.ht• rPIPasl' or t h1· ser.ond Be-hop 
I lt•luxw alhum "Futurama," With N1•lson's talents 
again al I hi• nud,•u!-. an,1 introdul"ing a new hand, 
ronsist ing or ( '.harlt•s Tumahai on hass and 8imon 
Fox on drur11s, I.hi' album wa:-. mu,·h slrong<•.r than 
ii-. pr1•,lp1·1•ssor. Th,• al hum not only marked a 
d1•v1•lol1rn1•n1 in I h" hand'!-. ov1•raLL SOlJNO Bl IT 
N1·lson-. lvriral st vlr- mal ur1•1I .t!-. wdl. 
'"!:-,1111i1ur-,I f"inish'" Illa,\' ht• S('l'n as thP logicaf 
,111·1·1·ssor Io I tu· rirsl I wo !IP hop al hums. Ilaving 
,,Jir11i11;111,d I l11·ir prPvious shorlt·omings I hP n1:w 
alh11111 ~rot'" on l.o furl ht•r d1•vplop B,· hop's asst•l.s 
into a :-.ut·1·1•s,-,l't1! l"ormula. 
Tiu· alhum op1•ns with lhl' cry of thrt•t• 
r,,l'1li11ghad, guitars in h,trrnony and "Fair 
l·:)..d1:111gt•" l{l'I s it off to a strong start.. An offlwat 
· "Life in the Air-Age" tells the tale of a 
dispta<=t·d time traveler and his alienation in a 
future that's "grim enouih to make aJ'.obQt ~ry." 
On "Likt• An Old Blues Be-hop boogies. with a 
,tvle and taste uncommon for such a widely abused 
form of rock. "Crystal Gazing" offers some nice 
accow,lic guitar work and ve"ri tasteful orchestra · 
I.ion. Thl' alhunm closes with 'Blazing Ap.ostles" a 
I rut• rocker featuring the band's newest. member 
Andrt•w Clark on keyhoards. 
"Sunhurst Finish" is all in all an eloquently 
1·onceived and executed venture in creative rock 
mu!-.il'. It is indet•d notable and truely inspiring to 
hNtr rock and roll dealt with in such -a un1que and 
progressive manner. 
h;tll.111 • .-1 lt-aVl'nl,v Homes" follows leading nicely 
_inlc! "Ships in lht• Night.'' a song with is my idealized 
, Pr!-.ion of what. would make a perfect AM single. 
"( 'r_vi11g Io t h1• Skv" is a beautiful and soulrul 
11111ntwr ft•aluring Ne•lson's dt•ft guitar. Nelson's 
lvri(· Vl'arns for a lo:-.1 love and tht• son~'s tone on 
,·h,• \1:hofp is rt·rniniscl•nl of..Jimi Hendrix's. deeply 
,,mol ional ",\ngt•I." "Sh•t•p Ur.it Burns" sports a 
,1 ii I _v l,v ri<' and ri•gga1•-lil«· rl·frain lo closl' side om•. 
Sidi' ·1 wo opl•ns with "Bl'autv 8efrl'ts." a 
-.,01111•\\ hal aul ohiographical number in which 
Nd~on st at.t·s. ''l"vt• made• the• theatre of the absurd 
al lasl." All hough pan·lll'ls with such literati as 
IIPrkt•ll and Gt•nt•I. mav al first sct(m far fetched. 
N(;l,on's 11ni11ut• hrand ,·,frock and roll is indeed one 
of 1 h1· rnosl off I ht• wall itnd expe•rimcnlal forms of 
I hat ~l'l~rt· _I h:~ n• 1·11rnl' •\Cr~!s~. , _ -
i.\\t WATERJ'll . 
/"'iii.~ 702 Willow AvenueOl\t:».. 
~ . 27.7-0800" ..f", , I \ 
Ithaca's Finest Niqhtclub 
open every aay ~pm-lar}l 
WEDm SINGLE·S NIGHT 
MOST DRINKS 75¢BEER-·so~ 
e Walter .. ford flail. Guest rec1tahst: _Karen Ervm, : 0 
• percussion. Music for ·'1'Jarimba by Badings, • 
• Soloman, Kessner, Sugiura, Scarlatti, Kraft, Free.• 
·: ·-.Wednesday, Oct. 20m 8:15 pm. Walter Ford:-
e Hall. Ithaca College faculty recital: Joseph Tague, 9 
• piano. Music by. Bach, Beethoven, · Schumann, e 
. • r>ohn·anvi. Free. - · ·_ . 8 
: · · Fri;lay. Oct. 22. 12:30 pm; N~benhauer Room, : 
• Walter Ford Hall.- Student recital: Karen Kean,• 
· • Kristi Thomas, elarinet: Ellen Shapiro, Elizabeth • _ 
: Rosenherg,,flutes·: Bradley Foil, Sue McCrea, h_orn;: 
• f<~luin Grossman, Dan Doescher, oboe. Program of• 
e snort sek>etions. Free. . _ e 
••••••••••••••·~~••••••••o~ 
Crossroads 
A Weekend ·o.f Folk 
Cl~se your eyes and the voice is Jim Croce; 
listen and the lyrics· evok~ John Prine. But Bill 
Gray has his own distinct style despite the 
attempts of reviewers _to identify his voice or lyri~ 
with those of someone else. 
His original tunes defy a contemporary 
mold-his versatile songwriting mind allows him to 
switch. gears from country-folk to ballads to pop 
ahd back again without ever seeming out of step. : 
Though he has a mastery of popular works by 
other songwriters, Bill is ohe of a handfaj. of 
performers who can keep an audience delighted for 
an entire show and never sihg a single song writ~n 
by anyone but hims~lf. 
But Bill Gray is More than another one-person 
acoustical act-there are enought of them overrun-
ning the musical spots oLAnerica. Gray is· an 
event. Where most_ performers play at their 
audiences like they were·outside a recording booth 
window, Gray plays with ~ listeners, sharing 
rather than just" performing; establishing a 
rapport, not just singing. · 
His skillful mix . of original an~ popular 
compositions and the blend of light ·and .h~avy, of 
farce and tragedy sweep his fans through the 
spectrum of emotions with his voice as guide. 
This repertory of moods and styles all 
punctuated by a. Marx brothers zanyness has 
delighted thousands of east ·coast listeners. 
'· 
Friday Night October 15· _ 
Bill Gray, Folksinger, 9-12PM, Free 
Sunday Night October 17-
Pierce Campbell; Folksinger, 9-12PM, Free 
- ~f(ft ~ . ·. ®fl--
- - ~.-
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DAY 
·3.:00-·-7 :00· 
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·-.·-.October19,:20,~-· 
ILBVE BANDS TUESDAV _ THRU_ SUNDAY. ; .. 
This· week:·· "GEMSTONE'.' :'; 
* NEVER A COYIER' CltARGE!*' 
-now taking-,eser~~a_tiort_s tor _sp•oi~I_ P-.r._-tie~_~: .. _ .. .- : 
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' (Before we start this, let. me explain 
something. , Last ~eek, -J reviewed Tommy as the 
weekend m·ovie. · Due to shipping- problems, it 
never arrived. The Black Bird, which is reviewed 
this week, was shown last weekend. Don't ask why, 
I'm reviewing it today ... at this rate, I'm more 
confused· than you are. Anyway, Tommy will 
--probably be shown this weekend, so we can ajl take 
it from there. Onward, folks ... ) · 
He was an evangelist preacher as a c~ild ... he 
becamirnn ·actor as an adult.-- (From what rve seen,· 
he should have stuck with the preaching.) His 
-name· is Marjoe Gortner, and Marjoe is the 
docum~ntary depicting.his.career as a~ unordained 
minister_-of-sorts. I' understand· that this film is 
supposed to be very good, but I tend to think that 
some of its credibility may be gone upon seeing it 
.now (it was~made about five. years ago). ·.since 
Marjoe found out about the· "virtues" of acting, he 
abandoned the pulpit and played some pretty weird 
roles. He's been seen as a psychopathic NAtional 
GUardsman in Earthquake, a no-goodnik in Bobbie 
Joe and the Outlaw, and a battler o( giant rats in 
Food of the Gods {one of the absolute worst motion 
pictures I've ever-seen.) Get a load of this: he even 
played a pistol-toting preacher in a TV-movie 
entitled The Gun and the Pulpit. Well; Marjoe's 
come a long way since his old days; but if you want 
a taste of those days, Marjoe should be right up 
your alley. (He's just finished a new movie called 
Viva· Knievel!, in which he plays the buddy of a 
stunt cyclist. Anybody wanna guest who the star 
is?)· 
Mystery author Dashiell Hammett wrote a 
very famous novel about four decades ago. It 
invotved a tough detectlve named Sam. Spade, a 
tougher city ca!led San Francisco, and a mysterious 
object - The Maltese Falcon. This, of course, 
became one of the greatest movies in cinema 
history. Well, lti,tle did we know it, but ol' Sam had 
a son · Sam Spade, Jr., as it were· and the kid is a 
private eye> too. Now, he has problems with a 
bunch of crooks who are on the trail -of the falcon -
. but •. ~~~~ _tirne'-~round, it's known as The Black Bird. 
George Segal, one of the best actors around 
these days, plays Sam Jr., running all over the 
place. from femmes and foes. Two original Falcon 
folks are still hanging around - loyal secretary Effie 
(Lee Patrick) and sinister hit -man Wilmer Cook 
(Elisha Cook, Jr.). However, director David 
Giler's screenplay throws in a lot of slapstick that 
Humphrey Bogart never would have seen. The one 
thing that always got to me was the line used in the 
ads for The Black Bird when it opened last 
Christmas. It read: "Why is everyone after 
George Se gal's bird?" Un, yeah ... enough said ... 
THIS WEEKEND'S GUIDE: 
Marjoe, Thursday at 9':30 pm, Friday at 7 and 9:30;," 
·75 cents. 
'Tommy. Sat.-and Sun. at 7 and 9:30 pm; one 
dollar. 
.· ~.-.. -~-
Wini' experts often suggest tnet the wl11e of an area often 
goe~naturelly.wlth tho food of that 'area. Mediterranean wines, 
for ln_st~nce, are full and fruity :,food Is spicy and herb-scented . 
. *** •••• *** I 
Atlaaj_lc coast wine~ are often dry and crisp-perfect for tho 
fish dlsh~s serve~ thllre:· · 
•••••••••• 
Gorman food, says one German export, Is too heavy for 
most wine: ~erman _wines taste best by them solves, or with 
the_ lighter food of other areas, · . 
'.. . , ••******** \ Moselle wine, say the gourmots,·111 just rlgnt'for fresh fish or 
voat and cnlcken dishes. Riesling, a rich, round wine, can 
stahd • up to . a pork . roast. For game, serve spicy 
G'ewurtzramlner, e-Francon·1a wlne,or_hock, 
- .....•.... 
· The groat wlnes-•the beerenauslese and trockenbeerenauslese 
:""lllr(lS-ShQQld be treated II a liqueur ~NO coffee, please), or. 
slpp~d ·wJth ·sweet freih . fril Its, out of season,·. a tart· or Ice _ 
· cream (not chocolate) wilt do. · 
•••••••••• ' . 
You'll find· en lntere·sung Gewu·rtztramlner 'at L'Auberge that 
'. go-,, vary :·wei"l;wlth our new a-11 cute supper menu, Served · 
Jrom 6"PM'to10~-~ weeknlghJS::~: .. :·/"'"· ..... · · .. 
·· .. cL'_Au~~rfl" /~_:_:e;~~o,~· /?o~ye· ;'. 
-~- -~ .-Re.Jtaura;,r :J.ra'ncai.6·- .. · -
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Carnival: Al USO. Tourr Hope_ful 
<\ "· ·· • - · . hy Le~ Moss · tt· ;~ ~-:. 1,, l-: ~~ .. · · 
; '.:• -~ Wff<>n' "Carnival" opens Octo 
her 27 in the Dillingham Center 
for the Performi,ng Arts on the 
Ithaca College campus, Director 
Firman Brown will b(• pacing 
hackstage a bit more nervously 
than on other ope""ni~g nights. 
USO adjudicator Jean Korf 
will hl· sitting on the other side of 
t hl' lights deciding whether the 
musir;ll is suitahll' · for an 
l'Xtl'nd(•d US0tour of the Far 
East latl'r this fall. 
This is the fifth musical that 
Brown, chairman of the drama -
speech department, has entered 
in USOcompetition. the third 
whilP at Ithaca College. The 
pn•vious four w~re accepted, so 
he knows the rop,es. He's tailored 
the musical. which is about a 
~·oung girl who falls in love with 
th1· mustPry of the carnival, to 
l 'SOreq'uin·m('nts including 
~hortl•nin~ th(• play from 2 ½ 
hours to !-10 minutes, streamlin -
ing- t h1• easl to tl'n people and 
d1·~ig-ning- th1• sPI so it ~an be · 
eollap~1·d into strPaml.'r tr:Uriks. 
"\\'p had to make m·ajor cuts· 
in t lw pla,v hut we h<_!Vl'n't cut 
an_,. of t.hi• major songs and W<' 
,1011·1 hav1· an int!'rmission," hl' 
1•xplainl'-;I_. {!SOrPquires that tht• 
dirl'dor lw 0111• of thl' tl'n cast 
11wmlu•rs. so Brown plans to pull 
an i\lfr('(I llit1·heock during thP 
1·our~1· oft ht• production- that is, 
111ak1• an appPan•n1·P on stage, if 
un ly l'or :1 s1·1·01HI of two. 
To shan• ~onw of thl' load on 
t hr st udPnts who hav(• many 
dul ii'~ Brown has douhlP cast 
( 'aroil'P Coodg-old and Trieia 
\\'itham in th<· f<·m~llt• ll•ad. Tim 
!'-i111011~on andf>onald Rick(•nhaek 
~han· I h1· mah· h:ad. Other cast 
11H·mlll'r~ ,, ho would t ravl'I with 
t lw ~turn ar!; William Canwron.-, 
.J1·r,l'i ,Jagod:1. Andr!'W Ruhenofl',' 
Harh;1ra Trunz. and Rick f'ord. . 
Tlw :iOO pund limit impos!'d 
h_, l ~.()ha~ mot ivatt•cl seem• 
d1-~ig-111or Rulwnoff to en•a!.P sets 
out. of shipping- trunks, desighn 
light-weight circus posters to be Tlw cast performed for 
strung across the stage for a t \H•nt_v people• at the radar base 
colorful eff(•ct. and build collaps · in a kitchen aft_pr -eating and 
ihlt• puppet booths. "We can dPaning up with the men. "The 
n•qtll'st som1' items such as outlying post performances were 
ladders and straight chairs,",said always thl' mm;l. exl'iting," said 
Browrt. "hut the idea is that we Brown, "heeause we had the 
should hP rpad,v to perform in most contact with our audience." 
any loealt•." Although Brown did not go 
And when Brown traveled with t hP Ithaca Colll'ge cast of 
\\ it h "ThP Fantastic ks'" to the "Apple 'f'rpp" to Europe in 1971 
Far East in 1963 and "The or "!low to Sucn•ed in Bi1isness" 
l 1nsinkahh• Molly Brown"' to to kPland anp Gn•t•nland in 1972, 
kt•land. Gn•t•nland. Newfound - lw says th!'rp's no \vay he'll miss 
land and Labrador in 1968 wh<'n this ~rip. 
hi' was chairman of the Drama If the show is selC'cted, 
Dt·Jwrtmt•nt at tht• University of Brown's worries are hy no means 
Montana, hP found our that the OY,Pr. lit• has.to come up with a 
l 'SO wasn ·1 'kidding: , ,~a.v t.o gPt. t hP 500 pounds of 
Th!· first production of "Thl• l!agg-agt• to t.hP t•mharking point 
Fant.ast il'ks"" was in an old air in C,llifornia, whi1·h l1S0wi1I not 
h:.1~1· formPrly uspd to tpst ('ov1•r. WhilP at ·Montana, his 
"zpros."' thP ,Japanl'S!' World ~, uclt•nts p!:1,vPd at country fairs 
War II :1irplanPs. "SponsPring a for Sl'V!'ral months rai~ing money 
production of Lhat show for a Far for t lw optional I wo-Wl'l'k jaunt 
l•:astPrn)our was a. rPal g-amhlt• a,ailahl!'·om• ovprspas. an option 
for I Ill' l !80,"" !,aid Brown. "Tht•y al~o :1\·ailahle to tht• cast 'of 
had no idPa what th!' rl•ct•ption "l'arnival."' 
111rnlcl hP. · providing publicity is :moth · 
"It was a· pri•tt.v innovat.ivt• !'I' hPav,v load. Ill' has to suppy 
,hm, for that tinw pPriod, not a tons of puhlil'ity matl'l'ial on the 
I rad it ional mu~il'al at all. Much ~how and \'ast. 4() to !iO glossy 
1 o m_v suprisP. all t hl· top ll SO pil't Ur!·~ and kt·Pp dPtail!•d jour -
offic·ials- Ill'\\ to ,Japan to SP!' our nals of thP trip to compile into a 
fir~I pt'fforman1·P. Thi' n•c·l'ption '20 or ;I() pagP d1•tail(•d n•port 
11 a~ just ..,pJ1•ndid 1·on!-,id!•ring- t hl' out lining- l'Vl'r,V phasp of thl' trip 
nllt ural difkr1•111·1·s.'" for t hC' trsl' of thP Defens!' 
('aught in ·Tai\1an whc•n l><'par111wnt. 
.John F. K1•nnPdy was a~sassin:1t . Till'~, Ud!'III ~ an• ri•,ill,v "up" 
I'd . Brown rp1·alb lhl' two lor I h1· Cl!'l oh!'r '27 orH•ning night 
,1 Pl'k~ _sr11•nt touring- shrilH'S and pPrformarH'l' hdor1· t lw l ISO 
hi ... t oril' spot.!-, whilP t lw troupps' pulgv. Thi•_, an· v1•r_v l'X<'itPd 
p!•rt'or111aru·1·!-- 11•1·r1• 1·an1·1•1lt•d. Jlp ahout having th(• l'han1•(• t.o hP 
aho 1"!'1J1amlwr~ how r!'lit•vpd lw amha~~ador~ abroad hot.h for 
f1·I I ,1 lwn t hl'_\' wn1• aidift.Pd I I hal'a ( 'ollPg-1· and for t IH' l J nit.Pd 
fro111 Taiwan and told th1•y could STatt·!-,. ~aid Brown. 
pc·rform ag-:1i11. Til'kl'I~ for th1· Oetohpr 
'"Till' 1110-;t nwrnorahh• pvc•nt '"!.7 ;!() pl'rformanl'<'S of "( :arniv · 
dui:li1g_,bl1l: ,lour qf Mo.l.l.v Br.(1,wn ... i1l;:,.1.~;,1g_inr),i,11g a_uq:1 _pm,_jn t~P 
11 :i~ ,, hPn W!' 11'Prl' · airlift 1•d h.v I >illing-ham ( :1•nl.!•r for lhP Pl'rfor 
hl'iil'oplt·r from an airforc'!' has!• ming Arh on the• lt.hal'a Colll'g-P 
111 (;r1•Pnla11d a1-ros~ a mountain ,·arnpu!-, will hi' avail:1hlP at tht• 
ridg1· and t h1·n· wc•r1• thl's1• I :o:-. Ollil't' l"!.74 :122:ll ... tarting 
g-lit I Pring- il'dwrgs th!' mo~t gor ( lrl ohl'r ll. Spl'l'ially pri1·l'<! t il'k 
g1·011~ g-r1·1·n _vou !'an imaginP." 0 l'h an· avai!ahl1· for ~l'nior 
1·itiz1·11~. · 
OOOOA~A ~©CLCLl?©~ aJW[U~AlY CJ)[)* ~©~~ce~UQ 
CP~Cf~(t~~~~~ 
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·Aztec TWO Step 
special guest: 
UDespera'do99 
two.shows: 8:00pm 10:30pm 
S~turdav. ·Oc;t. 16 Ford Hall auditorium ( I.C. campus) 
' ' -
TICKETS: ·$3.50 (I.C. students, advance sale) 
$4.00 (all others, and da·y of $how) 
OUTLETS: Egbert Union Willard Straight 
- · ·Bach To Rock Maver's 
_, 
• I• /.i4_2.· .. '?-ke ·2)~~,t;>Ro~J: 2:13:3464~ 
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·_ Peters C11ptivates· .. ·1.C~. ~ .. 
Aztec Two Step•.Steps In On- l:C. ··· -·· Audi~nce ci'owd 
by Caryn Picker 
Saturday night should prove to be very 
fruitful. The musicians the Ithaca College Concert 
Commission has chosen for the second concert of 
the year are Rex Fowler and Neal Shulman a.k.a. 
at the Unicorn, that many who have returned this 
year are.sure to remember, and expect the same 
amount of excitement and fun this Saturday night. 
Aztec Two-Step. - : , · 
Not only has the concert commission made a 
tasteful decision but the concert is set within the 
acoustically pleasing walls of the auditorium in 
Ford Hall. 
Special guest that same night will be 
Desperado a local group that has caused much 
excitement recently with their . perfect vocal 
harmonies and acoustic renditions of some very 
favorable music. · 
Only a few years old, Aztec Two-Step has 
already created a devoted and always vocal 
follo~ing. · 
There ~ill be two shows one- at 8:00 and the 
late show starting at 10';30. Tickets are 3.50 for 
I.C. students prior to the concert and four dollars 
for non-students, and the day of the show. 
Last year they set the house attendance rec?rd 
Gerty Peirce 
You never seem to hear about the people _who are 
cured of cancer. I am one of them. · 
My cancer was discovered early. Because 1 went for a 
PAP test regularly._ · · · 
I w~_nt y_ou to have a PAP test. Make an appointment 
for one right no_w. And keep having the test regula~ly 
for the rest of your life. 
The rest of your life may be a lot longer if you do. 
I know. I had cancer and I lived. 
Have a PAP test. 
It can save_ your fife. _ 
. American Can~Society.! 
fHJ5 ;pA(f LONIR18UTfD BY T"l PLJBL15HER A5 A PUBLIC 5fRVJ(f 
l -
. I ' \ I ' • ~-
·By Merrie Raker 
On_October 9 at 8:15 P,M; a capacity crowd in 
W alt~r Ford Hllll aw~ited the start of a very special 
performaTice. Metropol1tan Opera star, Roberta 
Peters, was · about ·--to appear with the Ithaca 
College Orchestra being led' by Pamela Gearhart. 
The orchestra performed selection~ by Prokofiev, 
Berlioz, and Saint-Saens and did an excellent job in -
accompanying Miss Peters. . 
Elegantly walkil'lg ont«;> the stage,- Miss Peters-
tripped momentarily but handled herself grace-
fully, smile~ and acknowledged her ;iudience. 
Performing a Berlios song cycle, arias from The· 
Barber of Seville. Ls· Boheme an<lDie Fledermaus, 
'Miss Peters had the· audience .captivated through-
Qut the entire concert._ Returning onto the stage _ 
after intermission, Miss Peters tripped iirthe same 
spot, once again laughing off the "accident." · .. 
· After receiving a well ·deserved stan_dini(' 
ovation, both Miss'Peters and Mrs. Gearhart-were 
presented with a dozen_ red roses by .,President 
Whalen. Miss Peters then went on to sing an· 
encore of.her last number; Die Flede~us. 
Miss Peters began her·c?,reer at the age of 
nineteen when, after years of hard study, she was 
called on .at the last minute to play the role of 
Zerlina in Don Giovanni,.__ Her success .in that 
performance started her on her way. Since then 
she has ~ade numerous appearanc~s abroad and on 
national television. 
Miss Peters has been associated with Ithaca 
College since 1968, when she -appeared in the first 
Commencement Eve concert. She was awarded an . 
honorary Doctorate of Music degree that same 
year. In 1971, Ithaca College was designated at the 
official repository of her personal records and 
documents. 
Peters' has conducted two vocal master clases 
at the Music School and was· named to the Board of 
Trustees in 1974. · 
Admission charged for the concert is being put 
towards the Roberta· Peters Music Scholarship 
Fund. This scholarship will be offered to students 
in the. Music. Department. 
WIC8-TV Channel 6 
Week-Oct. 19, Oct. 20,--0ct, 21 
7:45 NEWS SCENE-News from arouno. the world, 
around the country. and around your home, is 
brought to you by this student produced 
production. 
8:00 ALL KINDS OF PEOPLE Host Frank 
Carpano .discusses !!}any relevent topics, that are 
both entertaining and interesting. 
8:30 WE'LL TALK IN THE MORNINGThis 
dramatic comedy was .produced and directed by 
Tom Graff. A former I.C. student; Graff directed 
- -~-'Appease a Calm Sea" which was aired last week. 
9:3; THE NOTWNG SPE(:IAL II Jim Johnston 
who wrote and directed the Nothing Special I last 
year put his talents down on paper 01_1fe more and 
created this second program. Chanµel 6 is not 
responsible to those who ru.e l!mghing!! 
, 
10:00 fREEZE FRAME Milton Rackmil Chairman 
of th~ Boar<l. e,f Universal :Pictures is- host Skip 
. ·-Lanae~'s gues~. . : _ . · _.- - _· · .. -
10:00 FREEZE FR,AME,Tues. and Thurs., Milton 
Rackmil 'Chairman·· of the Board of Universal 
Pictures is host Skip Landen's guest. · 
10:00 THE CULINARY ARTS_ OF JAPAN, 
Wednesday, Have you ever wondered what oes 
into the exotic cuisine of ·Japan? _This P~ogram 
_ .. deals with the food of Japan. ··-- · 
10:30 NEWS SCENE 
__ , 
I . - ---::.·- ---
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-1 Tell Timmy ~==W"J J • ~ .- ~- • r •' • ' y 
·Stat'e'nient.To Campuses .. t Letters ._______..,. 'l 
By Jimmy Carter ' 
America's commitment to 
education has facilitated equality 
ot opportunity,, ·yet we still do not 
provide all citizens · W¥h the 
education necessary to develop 
their natural potential and parti-
cipate meaningfully 'in the deci-
sions of their · goverriment. 
Moreover,- those educational in-
stitutions and methods we have 
produced are being seriously 
unde.rmine~ -·by today's fiscal 
pressures. 
_ The average cost per stud-
ent in public schools has approx-
imately doubled within the last 
10 years, but unfortunately, 
much of the increased expeJ!.d· 
_. iture pays for inflation rather 
than qualitative improvements. 
Two thirds of our institutions of 
higher education,--according .to 
the Carnegie Commission, are 
likely to be faciing financial 
difficulties either now or in the 
near future. Private colleges, 
which in the 1950's served 50 
percent of all students, have noy; 
shrunk to 25 percent of the 
market. 
Meanwhile we are graduat-
ing teachers each year who w8ill 
not be· able to find jobs-in 1974, 
290,000 teachers for Jess than 
120,000 jobs; in ,.1976, 164,500 
new teachers for 115,000 new 
positions. The job situation is 
even more bleak for PhDs, 
whose numbers tripled during 
the 1960s. High school enroll-· 
- -ment will have reached its peak 
in 19'16; enrollment in element-
ary schools is already decreas- -
sing; colleges have ended .their 
period of great growth and their· 
enrollment is expected to enter a 
period of decline· by 1980. 
The fiscal crisis is naturally 
affecting students too. Many 
face t1.1itfon increases at the very 
time that gra"nts and loans are 
difficult to acquire. When they 
graduat~. they confront a ceiling 
in job demand. Cutbacks in-
·HICKEY'S 
201 S. TIOGA ST . 
.. ITHACA, N.Y . 
· -212:8262 ' 
.. THE 
. . -
----Mi.lsijc Store 
numbers-of teachers and· course 
offerings are harming the quality 
of their education. Mean SAT 
scores have_ decreased annually 
for the past 12 years; this year's 
drop. was the greatest in two 
decades. Top American high 
school students· ranked seventh 
in scientific knowledge when 
compared with similar students 
from 19_other advanc;:ed nations. 
More tragically, 14 ·million citi-
zens of this wealthiest nation in 
the world are judged "function-
ally" illiterate. 
' ' ·_ ' \.~ ~ 
proliferation of federal ·agencies. , From ~ 
now numbering some 1,900, ~- ---,,,.?io.-1.l~_,,..__ ~ 
which I believe should -~e re- } ~ 
duced to 200. But a Department : : 
of Educa~on would consolidate j Th L l J 
thegrantprograms.,jobtraining, ~ - e ove om t~ 
early childhood education, liter- & ~i,._ 
acy training, and many other ~ )\ 
functions currently scattered - ~ ~ 
throughout the government. ~ Dear Tim, j 
The result ·would be a stronger fl My roomate and I are having problems. At ~ 
voice for education at the federal ~.... least twice a week I get asked (kicked out) to leave ~-
level. ~- the room and I am getting sick of the Lobby couch. ~=· 
} I have tried to mention this to him but he somehow a, 
Expanded vocational and - keeps putting me off. He is not a bad guy but he ~ 
career education opportunities. ~ seems unable to be sympathetic. ).1 
The federal share of public Alt_hough th~ number of students.. ~ Frustrated East tower ~--t 
education costs was 10 percent in enrolled in career educ!1tion has "¥ ~ 
1974. If existing inequalities are more than doubled within the f.\ Dear Couched, ~ 
to be eliminated and American last six years, two-and-one~half · ~ Since he seems unable to continue his romance ~ 
teachers provided with a decent million ·leave the educational ~ at her place, i would suggest you seek your student fl 
standatd of living, this_portion . s~stem w~t~out _ad7quat«: voca- ~ advisor to intervene. Remember, it is your room ~-
must be increased. But most of tional trammg; 1t 1~ estimated ~,.,.: and you should refuse to leave. Call his bluff. The ~ 
the funding for public education .that 750,000 untrained young ~ worst you can do is be entertained. ~ 
will continue to come from state enter the unemploJment pool l oooooeoo : 
and local _sources. Unfortun- annually. Co~m~mity colleges = j 
ately, regressive and. haphazard and other eXIStmg pr.ogra,ns · J {; _ 
methods of local financing pro- must_ be- strenthened a!1d ex- · ~ _ Dear Timmy, ~-· 
duce severe inequalities. As ten~ed. _ By 1980, 80 percent. of ~ Why is it that with my first few experiences ~ 
governor, .I successfully spon- all Jobs are expected to require l.\ with guys at LC., they always seem to be more ~ 
'sored a major reform of educa- education beyond high schoo but , ~ interested in sex than a relationship? ~ 
tion financing in G'"eorgia to help less th'an a four-year degree. j Bewildered Freshman In Holmes Hall jJ 
eliminate disparities based on . __ 1 . ' - {; ~ 
the rehi.tive wealth or-the area in · The expansion-of education- · ~ Dear Rookie, ~ -
which a child lives. al rights of the handicapped; Of ~ You are in the same position as a Jot of other )"j 
our six million school-age h~ndi- · l girls with • whom I : 
Reform must begin with 
methods_of financing. My early 
p~edictions that revenue sharing 
- would be used as an excuse to 
steal funes from a wide range of 
social programs, includil'!g edu-
c:ition, have proven true. Funds 
for local ·government should be 
greatly increased, anct the prohi-
bition against using this money 
for education should be elimin-
ated. 
As President, I will initiate a 
comprehensive program as one 
._of mr early; major priorities for 
-implementaj;ion . by the Presi-
dent, the Congress, and the 
states, I will not hesitate to 
propose and support such basic· 
and controversial changes as: 
The creation of a separate 
Department of Education. Gen-
erally, I am~ oppose~ to the 
.,•·•o'• 
F_ree 
Pizza Delivery Ltd. 
-·· 
272•1950 
-capped children, only three mil~ : 've spoken. With college life the way it is, many j 
lion are· now-- receiving the ~ guys opt for the one night stand, satisfying their ~ 
attention.they"need. Yet recent _A needs without concern for their partners. Keep ~-
iederal court dec~_io~s-- ·ha~~·-~ · ·- frying and choo~~o'1! guys more carefully. l~ 
guaranteed the ,handicapped .: . f.\ ----- J 
their right to an education. Since. ~ · ~ 
s~ch education costs fiv~ to six ~ . ~ 
times that of nonhand1capped ~ Send Your Problems: Tell Timmy Care of ~ 
children, increased federal ex- ~ The Ithacan ~ 
penditure is necessary in this -,-~, t ' ~ t I\ 
sphere. ~¼~~,,~~1~~,1~~ ~~,,~~~~~··~~ i~~t'l 
THE BTHACA COLLEGE SAIB SPEAKERS. COMMITTEE 
PRESENTS 
:-.~ Bri.ngq,To~~h. 
-~ of.tne-Tropjcs . Television and literarv pers·onalitv·and autho_r of 'Paper Lion', 
,.-.. .· 
. ~ . ·-. 
"-THE PROFESSIONAL . AMA TEIUJfRin 
;,,:..-
. to Your Room '-· "Professional_Amateur" Georqe Plimpton has tried a.multitude of disciplines, 
Whether plavinq NFL pro footqall, flvinq Clvde Beattv Cole Bros. hiqh trapeze, 
FLOWERING and: FOLIAGE PLANTS. .pfavin!"_ tennis V{ith Pancho Go_ nzalez, qunni_nq down John Wavne in "R1·0 Lobo", 
-·.,suNFLOWER" POTIERY .-, -pitchini:i to. baseball'~ all-stars, or plavinq with the N.Y. Philharmonic, 
HANGiNG .. BASKETS . Georqe Plimptqn PfOVf?S·_~hat a person can do anvthinq __ ~lmo~t. 
_.: ·TERRARIUMS ~--i_ . . ITHACA. COLLEGE . 
. ·.. : -~ : _·_,_ ~.SEM~fl~~ii.~i,b;i.~:~if~{; ~-:~--- )T_<~~~~~~ ~ul(IN __ .. IO~N-o_, _ c-~ATF,OEBTEE~Rl1A. 9 '8:00 p~ 
-:, ... ..;~~54ali~~~:t:;i,~;: ':~~ s:~~ ~~~~~~s~~~E~v.~~1~~~~ ~;: 
\;if~ '. ~ '. PLANTATION _ : . . . , · · TICKETS I\VAILABLE ~~T~,i ~~:'~~~ CAMPUS ~cnvinEs .. 
h,-·_:.--_···.:.···- , :,. . -.... ·- . ·- ' . . . . ----·--- ____ .. , .... _, __ ·--·----~------.------·----- ... ---- - ,-
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Music at Ithaca College 
during the week of October 18 
focascs on guest and facul~ 
soloists.the public is_ welcome to 
attt•nd the events, which will b~ 
h<•ld in Walin Ford Hall. -
Music for the marimba will 
hl' ft>al.ured Tuesday Wet. 19) . 
undn I.he auspices of thl' School 
or Musk. ~uest percussionist 
Karen Ervin will conduct a 
nonntinw percussion clinir in the 
Instrum,·ntal Room: Her topic is 
"Multiple Percussion Performan-· 
,.""· Al 8:15 pm she will presen_t a 
concert in lhE' Nahenhauer 
Room. Ih•r program induclcs two 
works ,ll•dicated to. her: "Musir 
of thl' Sheres" hy iarry Soloman 
and "lntercurrcnce" by Danit•! 
' \. 
.. ; '= ', ~ ·; .~ , ' . 
Kessner. She will 1alsq play hies .• Mrs. Ervin teaches at 
"Toccata for Marimbaphone" by California State University, 
Henk Badings, "For Marimba by Northridge. 
One Player 'Boku' " by Masayo- Pianist Joseph Tague, 'well -
shi Sugiura, Three Sonatas by known professor of music at 
Doml'nieo Scarlatti and a piece Ithaca College, will ·performrin 
·Nhich she commissioned, Wil- r~ital al 8:15 pm, Wednesday 
liam Kraft's "Encounters I" for (Oct. 20\ in the music school 
'>olo percm,sion and tape. auditoriu He will play "English 
Kar1·n Ervin has twice been -. Suite No. 2 in A minor" by J .S. 
a prize winner in international Bach, "Sonata in A-flat Major, 
c•>mpel.ilions: the Concours Inter OPus 11-" by· Beethoven and 
· national d'Exccution Musicale several pieces by Robert. Schu-
at .Geneva, Swit;wrland in 1972 mann. 
and thP International Percussion · The final selection on the 
Competition f!>r Contt•mporary program, Dohnanyi's "Capriccio 
Music held in France in 1974. She in IJ minor, Opus 2, No. ('.' is a 
has mad,• s,ilo recordings as well work that Tague played in his 
as al hums with the Los Angeles first Ithaca· Concert, in Sept.em -
and Pacific Percussion 1'~nsam - continued on page 19 
Try a 
MELLOW SUBMARINE 
order a sub and you may win 
a .pair of· tickets to 
AZTEC TWO STEP! 
272-5820 
Sundav-Thursday 8pm-12:30am I.C. Campus Only 
, I e~.·Mc~,fffl~12 
Maverick Wine Grower. 
.~ :., .. :;./-. ~ ··,i~~ :, ·~ ~: ·~ . ', . '. -
.,,,,,, ' ·~r~&-·ottcfusade 
by Timothy Cnllnghan 
I., 
"A product is an extension of 
a person's soul." This ·is 
WALTER S. Taylor's motto. 
This is the _philosophy which has 
allowed him to buck the large 
wine producers and carve his 
small but growing niclie in., a 
highly competitive industry. 
Last. Thursday, Mr. Taylor 
addressed a class of marketing 
students in Textor 101. Expect-
ing a_ planned and business-ori-
ented speech, the majority of 
students were startled to hear 
the unconventional and home-
spun win~maker talk of responsi-
bility to thEf consumer. 
He was fired from an · 
executive position in the Tayor 
Wine Company in 1970. · the 
reason was for voicing his 
attaCks on the labeling· practices 
, of wine producers. He felt that 
the consumer had a right to know 
what went into the wine. Wine 
producers can add up to 53 
percent water and sugar to the, 
grape juice. They can add a wide 
assortment . of additives and 
stabilizers. A ·wine can still be 
called New." York State' even 
though it may contain up to 25 
percent wine from anoth~r state 
or country. 
Since his firing he has 
_ started his own wine operation 
(Bully Hill) and made over 
$100,000 clear ·profit in 1975. 
What accounted for his dramatic 
successful reversal? According 
to Mr. Taylor, it was creative 
thinking, hard work and a belief 
that his product was honest and 
beneficial to the buyer. His. 
equation for marketing his wines 
is H plus :X ~ SW, _honesty plus 
integrity' equal~ self worth. 
With this belief that· -he had 
something worthwhile to offer 
the consumer, Taylor hitchhiked 
. with a knapsack across the 
country. · ·· 
He traveled from wine tast-
ing to wine tasting, handing out 
grape vines from his winery and 
speaking to who _ever would 
listen on the merits of honest 
bottling. He stayed with friends, 
(Taylor hates hotels), played 
tennis, -painted portraits, played 
the harmonica and visited news- · 
papers. This Rel}aissance man 
from Hammondsport, New York, 
marketed his Bully Hill wine by 
having newspapers write articles 
about him and his labeling 
crusade. 
Though he is under strong 
attack from the large wineries, 
Taylor, the grandson of Walter 
Taylor,(founder,ofTaylor Wines) 
believes he is making inroads 
into their market. He feels that 
in a few years that he will gain 
control of the company that his 
family once owned. (THE 
FAMILY HAD GONE PUBLIC 
AND HAD LOST CONTROL ·OF 
THE STOCK(. 
Throughout his-talk with the 
marketing students, Tayor em-
phasized the neeo. for responsi-
bility to the buyer. He felt that 
as business students, the class 
should be taught a course in 
ethics as well as· the other 
required subjects. 
The class enjoyed his "suc-
cess with honesty" talk and his 
many creative talent~. his count-
ry manner ·of speaking and his 
casual work clothes helped make, 
him a pleasant speaker but it,was 
the red wine that they sampled 
that affected them the most. 
\. 
C5L.~~RAT~ ~AJ..~0Wlii5N~ al/ day Sunday; October- 31st at our- 3rd. Annual Costume 
Dinner- Party. It's an all day affair from 2 PM to Midnight and (as always) features 50% off the price of all eritrees 
for everyone 1n costume ... you.'r-e probably going to dress up anyway, so this 1s a good excuse to hav-e a great dinner. 
As an e)(t,a added attr8ctioYJ, the movies Up:.,tairs will include Boris )<;arfoff, Peter Lorre, and whai 1~ Halloweeri without VinceY1t 
Price. Please make cdvance reservation~ -for you avid your ·ghoul- and all your :f'n9hteY11ng friends. Ring 272-648_4. 
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Friday, 10/15. 
Lunch 
Hot Turkey_Sandwich 
Eggplant Parmesan · · 
.... Tossed Tuna Salad 
Humbo ~umbo 
·Dinner 
Batter Fried Fish' 
Lasagna-
BakedHam 
Dinner 
Ham Divan 
Beef Stew --
Super Duper Sandwich 
ICE CREAM EXCURSION 
Tuesday,_-10/19 
Lunch 
Pizz.a 
Tuna Noodle Casserole 
S.oup and Sandwich Bar 
Chefs Salad Plate with 
Julienne Cheese 
- Lunch - Dinner · _ 
Hamburger Baked Meat Loaf 
Baked.Cheese Omelet Turkey Crepe~ 
M~ke Your Own Hoagie Bar Sweet .and Sour Pork, Chi-
nese Noodles 
Dinner 
Steak . _-. Wednesday~ 10/20 
Fried Chicken in a Basket . 
Monster Pizza 
Sunday, 10/17 
l;Jrunch 
Fruits and Juices 
Pancakes 
Scrambled Eggs · 
Susage Links 
Cold Cut Platter 
Sliced Tomatoes and Onions 
Coffee Cake 
Dinner 
Baked Fish 
Veal Parmesan 
Chopped Steak Hoagie 
Monday, 10/18 
Lunch 
. Fishwich on.Bun 
·· · - Chiriese·Chicken -Casserole 
Mixed Fruit Salad ,Plate 
Open Face Clug Sand~ich$ 
Lunch-.. 
Grilled · Ham and Cheese 
Sandwich 
Chili 
Hot Dogs. 
Sunny Winter Fruit Plate 
Dinner 
Savory Baked Chicken 
Roast Beef 
Shells and Meat Sauce 
-Thursday, 10/~l 
Lunch 
Hamburger on Bun 
Baked Macaroni and Cheese 
_:_ Julienne Salad Plate · 
Tuna and Egg Salad Hoagie 
Dinner 
Pork Chop-with Hot Apple-
sauce- -
Chinese Pepper Steak·· 
_ Quiche Lorraine 
' ... 
FIREPLACE. EQUIPMENT 
-.· ·theironsh'op 
-: · -~th• co~mons · .. 272·5101_.j 
-~ , ... · 
l, 
The~MBA 
sandwich. 
Six months of classes. 
Then six months of professional .work experi- -
ence in one of several a.teas of interest. 
Then nine more months.of classes. where you 
learn how\to apply what you've learned. 
The advantages of this kind oi program are · -
obvious_ . . 
. You ream theory, then you learn how well theory 
works. You get paid while you !earn the prac!ice of 
theory; You make contacts that can help yoa when 
you graduate. _ · 
·. Northeastern virtually invented the internship __ 
program·1eading to your MBA; irs·accredited by 
AACSB . .To us, and to hundreds of students who've 
gone through·the program, it's the way that ma~~s 
the'most sense. . - · 
Our. representative will'be on your c~mpus soon. · 
Your. placement office will have full program .. 
information. . . - . .. ·--~ 
And we'..d--like to give you a taste ot. · ; · 
_ Northeastern's MBA interns~ip pr.ogram in·per51on .. 
. . .... , . . ', ~ . . . . ,. 
.. 
~· .-.. ~ :: / 
,;· 
JUJ}ICIAL· SYSTEM· 
' . · .. '. .· .. . . 
. summary Of Cases 
Month Of September 
ti of 
Cases Outcome 
ACADEMIC DISHONESTY 
1 NFT in course 
2 Rewrite paper 
1 Fin quiz 
BOOKSTORE TIIEF1' 
1 30 work hours 
DAMAGE TO COLLEGE PROPERTY 
l 45 work hours-plus $25 restitution 
FIREWORKS 
1 45 work hours 
2 dillmissed 
1 30 work hours 
NOISE 
2 verbal warning 
RECKLESS ENDANGERMENT AND DAMAGE 
TO COLLEGE PROPERTY 
2 90 work hours and written censure 
TAMPERING WITll FIRE EQUIPMENT/FIRE 
ALARMS 
1 dismissed 
4 45 work hours 
Scandinavian Seminar 
A~ceptin,i 
Applications 
Scandinavian Seminar is 
now accepting applicatiOJ!S for its 
study abroad program m Den-
mark, Finland, Norway, or 
Sweden for the academic year 
· t977-78. This living-and-learning 
experince is designed for college 
· students, graduates and other 
adults who want to become part 
of another culture while acquir-
. ing a second language. 
An initial 3 week language 
course , followed by a family stay 
whenever possible, will give the 
sl udent opportunity to practice 
. thl' language on a daily basis 
and to share in the life of the 
community. For the major part 
of the year he is separated from 
his fellow American students.-
living and stud1,ing amon_g Scan-
dinavians at a ' Peoples Colleg-e" 
(r<•sidential sch·oo1 for continuing 
adult education) or some other 
specialized institution. · 
All :Seminar students paruc, 
ipatl• in the Introductory, Mid-
Vl'ar andfina1Sessions, where 
inattcrs relatt•d to their studies, 
(•xperiences and ind.ividual prog-
rPss arc reviewed and discussed. 
TIil• focus .of the Scahriinavian 
::-l'min:1r program. is an...lndep611· 
<lant 8tuiiy Project in the stu-
. dent's own field of interest. An 
incn•,1Sing number of American 
l'olh•gcs and universities are 
giving run or partial credit for 
thl· Seminar Vl'ar. 
·o •• Music .Performers 
The fl•l': covering_ tuition, · 
room, board, onl•-way group 
transportation from New York 
and all course-connected travels 
in Scandinavia is $3,800. A 
limitNI numhl'r of scholarship 
loan.~ ar<• available. 
For further information 
plt•asl' write to: Scau~inavian 
. Seminar, 100 l<~ast 85th Street, 
NPw York, N.Y. 10028 .. 
. . 
continued from page 12 
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hPr 1!M5. Thenm nt•wl.v_. appoin-
. ll'd to the ,piano faculty. he was 
ask'i.•d hy then-College President-
L1;i'i'nard fl. .Joh to perform al the 
conv1walion op"'i.•ning th1• 1945-46 
a('acll•mi(' _v1•ar. Th<' gri1up of 
· piN·<·s that h1• pla.v<·d inclu.ded 
I\\ o Chopin 1•ll1<i~s and· the 
fl,ihnanyi Cap.ril'l·i,i. · During th<· 
:l I _viiars fh11r fi,llow<•d: ·T:1gi.1<' · 
has hPPn ,heard h1•n• frf'(IU<·ntly 
a, n·1·i1 ali,,t. <·nsi•mhll' ppffor· 
11 r1·r. a1·1·11111pani,,1 and as soloist 
\\ ii h t h1· It ha,·a {'olll-g1• Orch('S· 
tra. 
A~)ATAC 
GA~DEN 
· ·- · __ .. _,f R.$~Tktf·~*NT:1·: · 
Ch·inese--American Food 
114 W. State Street 
Get the great new taste 
in mocna, cor;onut, 
- banana or 
strawbl?"!f·: 'd 
Kickers 
30-PROOF AND READY W GO 
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V·olunteer~- Needs· 
. \ 
oo.Fellowship 
continued from page 2 
_ continued from page 5 
. ' · ·:._~··c ... ::::~: .. ·,: -1•· ·,.: • .·.:··-~·.•'" ... ;=";.:--:"1,.-.:~, .. ~t·- · .. · ... · 
ll_e ·able-lo pro~de.sole psychiatric sezyice to-this. 
.·':.·.•:: ... ,_: in I·thac4lr 
to cover tuition and fees, and to 
assist the institution in meeting 
the cost of_ providing the Fellow 
with space supplies, and equip-
ment. No dependency allowance 
is available. 
County. ·'My reco01ntended interim plan envisi911e_d. 
retaining a second psychiatrist from the commuili~y 
to handle all daytime emergencies. -This position · , 
was first approved, filled, and then eliminated by 
the Mental Health Board. I was never consulted 
about altering this plan: and my recommendation 
was never announced by the Mental Health Board 
and never brought to-the Bq_ard of Representatives 
for a vote. The Mental Health Board's decision-to 
curtail the services which the second psychiatrist 
was providing was based upon misinformation and . 
misconceptions about my availability 'to the 
County. . 
. My first obligation as a professioJ}al is not to 
. the Comity ···as a governmental unit but to my 
patients' needs · as judged by the professional 
standards and ethics of a physician. I presently 
· · believe that sound medical attention cannot at all 
_J,imes reasonably be expected within the Tompkins 
County Mental Health Services .. I cannot and will 
not assume responsibility for what I know is 
· substandard care and possibly dangerous to patient , 
_welfare. · I th~refore have made the painful 
decision, having given·two weeks notice, to resign 
from my position as Clinic Director and Supervi-
sing P...sychiatrist as of October 21, 1976. -
The problems-- within the Department point 
directly to mishandling by County officials at the 
highest levels of its responsibilities to provide this 
County with quality medical/psychiatric care, and 
its unwillingness to look to its professionals for help 
in the formulation of sound programs and policies. 
I hope that ·by my action sufffoient focus will be 
directed to the problems in this Department and in 
the - County government so that immediate 
remedial steps will result. 
oeeeeeoeee·o· EH)00GOOO 
CHALLENGE INDUSTRIES NEEDS: Volunteers 
to assist with their remedial education program for 
handicapped adults, on Mondays, .Wednesdays or 
Thursdays form 1 to 3 pm. · 
. ' 
DANNY-·vo 
GREATER ITHACA ACTIVITIES CENTER 
NEEDS: Volunteers to a_ssist with a children's 
Halloween party in Satul'!lay, Oct. 30, all day; 
volunteers for stoty telling or individual tutoring in 
theirMedia Access Center, on any weekday from 3 
to 5, or 7~to 9 pm; a volunteer, with some teaching 
experience, t~ direct a boys' gymnastics group on 
Wednesdays and Fridays fr-0m 3 to 5 pm. 
. . . 
GADABOUT PROGRAM NEEDS:. Volunteer 
drivers for their new transportation system for the 
elderly and handicapped. Driver will drive the 
progrl!,m's van ~nd receive training and insurance 
coverage. Times· needed are mornings on Mon., 
Wed., Thurs., or Fri., and volunteers may be 
regularly scheduled or on-call as substitutes. 
CAMP FIRE GIRLS NEED: A volunteer leader for 
a 4th thru 6th grade group which meets at Fall 
Creek School in downtown Ithaca on Tuesdays 
from 7:30 to 8:30pm. -
For more information or an appointment to these or 
any voluntary services, please call the Voluntary 
Action Center, 272-9411, Monday thru Saturday 
from 9 am to 1 pm, or call LC. Community Service 
at 274-3311, from 9 to 10:30 am Tuesday and 
Thursday, or from 1 to 3 pm on Wednesday. 
... 
The deadline date for the 
submission of applications is 
December 6, 1976. Further 
information and application 
materials may be obtained from 
the Fellowship Office,_ National 
Research Council, 2101 Constitu-
tion Avenue, Washington, D.C .. 
__.,, ________________ -----
299CASIS 
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*Groceries° Kegs 
Party Supplies • Ice. 
UllfflD CIGA.11 
122 ·N. Aurora St. 
Open Daily t~II 10 p.m. 
\Ae've got sometr. i ng 
you can get into ut 
La deja vu 
Let us show you with a 
20%off sale 
on al-1 denim jeans--and 
SOFT FROZEN -YOGURT 50-%off all i cosmetics by_ Dannon 
99% 
FAT FREE! • 
CUP 
.. OR 
CONE 100% 
NATURAL 
-·stoP-JN FOR A FREE. TASTE! 
, -
UNI- -DELI-
:coLLEGE_to~WN- ,JTHACA 
,' ~ 
.·_. : . ~.<:/:--\: .. ·,.opt?_n··.1-.. days· · __ ·.. . ·. : 
.. --~· .. ::--·sfi1i'.~:_:rh~~tt1aJi::·:~ · 2~tri-
- ._ .. - ·'.,..", ,,.~)~~~:---- .. ,.,.~,:; .... _,~:_-"::~., -~.- ... --_.,, .. -. ... - --
Fri_:& Sat . ·- 24- HOURS! 
f: · Ithaca. Colle2e students: · t 
,- - , . · · Brlng·thls.ad and · · .. . \ I reeelve·101.dlscountonanypurchase , 
1· ·_ _ . · · In our store. · l 
----~------~--------------------------1111!' l------------~--- ___ , _____ ,,.. --- ___ J 
.. 
.. _ !',-· 
'· 
\".:\. ··,:,.G1' ,~,~!?! .:~_·, .. :.-<· .. \. ,, .!~~ .,,{'1, 
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Seniors Eliii'1le For 
T1raineeships In Ment~l Health __ 
Graduating' College seniors 
--and new graduates may apply for 
full'.year Pre-Professional-Train-
eeships in Mental Health offered 
at the Devereux Foun_dation in 
suburban Philadelphia, a group 
of multidisciplinary residential 
· and day care treatment, thera-
peutic education, and rehabilita-
tion centers. The Traineeships 
provide career orientation to 
work with mentally and emo-
. tionally handicapped youth pre-
senting learning and adjustment 
problems. Devereux is approved 
by the AP A for . doctoral 
'Internships in Clinical and 
Counseling Psychology, and by 
the IACS as an Accredited 
Counseling Center. Its Bond 
Division is a JCAH Accredited 
Psychiatric Facility for Children 
and Adolescents. 
Several 12-month Trainf;!e-
ships are available for appoint-
ment as REsident Advisor -
TODAY'S CIOSSWGRD PUZZLE 
UNITED Feature Syndicate 
ACROSS 
1 Numerous 
5 Coniferous 
tree 
10 Giddy 
14 Stumbles 
15 W. lnd1es 
island 
16 Spanish 
48 Fur-bearing 
animals 
50 Sudden pain 
spasm 
51 Crampon 
52 200 meter 
run. for one 
55 Of the-
mouth 
59 Polite 
river gestures 
17 Give off 61 Full gainer, 
18Expoor eg 
Brave 62 Flirtatious 
20 "What must stare 
be mu st be" 63 Saltpeter 
type Var 
22 Raises 64 Dash 
horses 65 D1g1ts 
23 Shade of 66 D1rect1on of 
color , movement 
24 Having-no 67 Fender 
curves blemish 
25 Asserl to be 
true DOWN 
1 Bar 
2 "My friend 
puzzle answers 
on. ll')ae;e 19 
10 That which 
was erased 
11 Qual1f1ed 
12 Mr Allen 
13 Hills 
19 Break out 1n 
Because ot 
37 Breathes 
39 Suggested 
42 Point of view 
44 Must, in a 
winery 
47 Concentra-
21 ·Ships· led 
record 49 Exchanger< 
books 5 1 Grave 1n 
24 Put into manner 
words 52 Gaelic tribe 
28 Acts as 
chairman 
32 Goller ---
Brewer 
33 Roman 3 
Partially 25 Breathing member 
fused convulsive- 53 ---- slick 
garment 
35 Equine 
36 Cupid 
38 Marsh 
40 Musical 
symbol 
4 1 Math terms 
43 Frosters 
45 Medicine 
Abbr 
46 Crap table 
strip 
_ material ly. Archaic Jumping 
4 Condition of 26 Sorceress pole 
slalus 27 French city 54 Control 
5 Ottawa and -28, Win, ----- 55 Setting of an DC groups and_ show event 
6 Rub out 29 Ending with 56 Glazed item 
7 Apply. as air or aero 57 ----Tors· 
powder 30 Glyceride, :fv!ov,i_e-_ 
8 Mr L 1ncoln e g maker 
9Tumultuous 31 Fertilized 58'10 · 11 plant ovules mi s 
mob 34 _____ to: 60 --- Lancelot 
Counselors at CAREER _IiOUSE 
,an innovative, transitional, coed 
residential treatment - therapeu-
tic eilucation facility for seniors 
and post-high scliool youth with 
learning and personal adjust-· 
ment problems. Trainees "live -
iri", serve as role models, parti-
cipate in clinical seminars and 
case conferences, and receive 
training and supervised exper-
ience· in supportive counseling 
and milieu therapy, crisis inter-· 
vention, recreation therapy and. 
social rehabilitation, and report 
writing. E'xperience may also be 
offered in diagnostic . p~ycho-
educational and vocational asses-
sment techniques, selective job 
placements, educational therapy 
and in tutoring. Traine~s with 
prior · experience may be as-
signed to the Adjun!!tive Thera-
pies Program of Communications 
Media encompassing art, photo-
graphy, film-making, campus 
radio and TV studio operation 
and newsletters. A few Trainee-
ships may be available at other ~ 
Devereux Facilities for full-year 
work experience as Recreation 
Therapy Aides, Psychiatric 
Aide/Residence Counselors, or 
Summer Camp Counselors: 
A coml:?ined tax exempt 
stipend and allowance of $316 per 
month, housing and meals are 
provided to qualified applicants 
who are U.S. citizens, unmar-
ried, and at least 22 years of age. 
Trainees must have the use of a 
fully-insured personal automo-
bile and should be able to do their 
own typing. Preference will be 
given to applicants w~th a broad 
academic base of training and 
demonstrated skills appropriate 
to the traineeship, who plan to· 
attend graduate school and pre-
sently seek a comprehensive 
training experience in supportiye 
mental health services. A 
certificate is awarded upon sue-. 
cessful completion of the fullyear 
Traineeship. Information and 
applications are available from 
Dr. Henry Platt, Director, Insti-
tute of Clinical Training, The 
Devereux Fournfation, Devon, 
Pa. 19333. --
THE FRAME StlOP 
-414 W. 0.11111 Sr. ffl.WO 
qua11ty custom framing 
/ 
la~t choice 
of frames 
and mattings in area , 
15 years ,xperieace 
The Stables--~n 
1159Dryden Rd. 273 97Z5 · 
thursday TOP SIRLOIN STEAK 
d. e ~rial with tpssed salad and garlic br~ad$3 '65-mn r -I'-- a only • 
. . ~ . 
' this thmsday 
friday& · . 
satuiday night 
. . . ---· ~. Ourkitdaenis.now~aigld;undl. 
-:.1...;.:-a... '-~--=----~--sandwich· 
=::;;.-~~tieS. ' .· \ . 
,\ 
'Bulletin 
Board 
Applications are DO\Y available at· lick-It and 
the Office of. Financial Aids for the Ithaca CGllege 
Student Cooperative Ice Cream Store's second 
scholarship. .Requirements are a 3.0. or higher 
cumulative ~verage; two semesters or more, · 
completed at Ithaca College; a full time student of 
Ithaca Co~eg~ and finan~ need. 
The deadlin'e for applying is Friday, October 
29, 1976. AppUcations for this $300 award should 
be returned to Lick-It, in the Basement of the West 
-Tower,· any ~ening between 8 and· midnight. 
The Fing~r LAk.es Group of the Sierra C!ub 
will hold its monthly general meeting on Thursday, 
October 14 at- 8:00 pm at the Lab of Ornithology 
- (Sapsucker Woods Road, ltlfaca). 
. .. 
Our speaker will be Prof. Richard Metcalf of 
Cornell's History Dept. and his topic; Myths and 
Realities of American Indian Environmentalisni , 
native Americans' beliefs and attitudes toward land 
and land use. 
Refreshments. Everyone welcome. 
The third issue of IMAGES is being organized. 
Contributions in poetry, prose, essays, music, 
drawings, etc., can tie left in the orange box in the 
office of campus activities. The deadline for 
submission is Nov. 5th. For additional information 
call: 
Efo;a 272-2996 
Tery 277-3238 
Curtfs 273-9537 
The Superstars C_ompetition scheduled for 
Oct. 16 has been cancelled. The SAB Recreation 
Committee would like to thank all those who sig~ed 
up to play or who helped in the planning. 
Anyone interested in helping plan future 
events should call Marie at x749 or 273-4895. 
There will be a meeting for anyone interested 
in working. on ,!anuary· and Fall orientation for 
Freshmen and transfers on Monday October 18; at 
5 PM in the Demotte Room. Bring youl' tray and 
join us for dinner. If you have any questions, call 
Dean Brown x136. 
.-
Peters has conducted two vocal master classes 
at the Music School and was named to the Board of 
Trustees in 1974. 
Admission charged for the concert is being put 
• towards the Roberta Peters Music Scholarship 
Fund. This scholarship will be offered to students 
in the Music Department. · 
The appearance of NBC 'Board Chairman 
Julian Goodman has been changed from Monday 
October 18 to Friday October 22. The scheduled 
events will be held at' the same times: 
11 a.m. - Lecture in Ford Hall. Tickets are 
available in alj Deans and Directors offices and 
Egbert Union ticket office. , · 
2:30 p.m. - Seminar in the Soundstage in the 
· P.A. Building. Tickets are available in the 
offices of Dean Kesheshiglou and Dean Longin. 
Tickets for each of the above events are free. 
/ 
. . 
~,· . 
On Thursday, oct. 14, at 3:30 PM, i'r.J•str Beau 
Grosse~ of the Politics Dept. will speal an "U.S. 
Policy T-oward Africa,". in the, Unio11 De Motte 
Room. This event is the first of a ser5ies of "coffee 
colloq$, n in which faculty will share their current 
· research with interested colleagues an~ stu~ents. 
,I 
\ 
I 
·. 
- - - ' _-. ----· - :.··._ ... _,. :· 
\(Veekend round trip to 
The. Big Apple 
· or Long Island 
/ 
'Special fare $21 aOO 
Leave any Friday for New York City or 
Hempstead, l. L Return that Sunday-. 
No reservations necessary. 
r---~-.------ -----------·--· ---··--·----------------·-·--···-- .-- ,·--; 
t , I 
I ! 
'. GO GQ_EYHOUND ! 
i -- -,· ,,,-.....___ ' ~ 
I ~-~ ... # ~~ ,-- ~ 
I . ua80d l88V81h11 driving 10 lUJ$. I , 
' L_ 
Greyhound Travel Center 
- 710 W. St'ate· St . ./272-7930 
/ . 
Put -your seat' on . our seat and travel! _ 
' - \. \ . . . 
/ 
-:·· _; .. : .. -----:<· .: : .,-/ 
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IT LOOKS TD ME lJKE THE FIR.li>T, . 
SOBT/1! STEP Of A MElJIA. QJl]EBACK .I 
A-RNOLb PRINTING 
- I •• 
CORPORATION 
. , 
FOR ALL-YOUR 
PRINTING NEEDS 
LETTERPRES_S & OFFSET 
( 607) 272-7800 4 l 6it~sJJ~~t,. St 
· 
1 U~itiiii-Wiif iYJUJs; ,; 
: • I ..lo#"' • 
,.,: .. -: '{ 1_·. 
· :··, Ithaco f~~: ~~'nfidi?nced on¾ more than 20_· percpnt·,abcad of. ".;At,Cornell 
- Thursday, October 7, 1976 that_! last year by the efose' of1heir< ;,. ''' ,·,:, ,:;,.-
they had surpassed their United cam[)aign ·next.-week. · · · · · ·. - '-: .. : · ,. 
Way g~al.in-the first-week of the The Ithaco campaign·receiv-, Classes in ai: a":arene~~ for 
c~mpa1gn. ___ _ ed a great start· off tl!e blocks the general public will be given 
The goal of $4,400 was 13.4_ ~hen the company pledge was this fall at ·cornell University's 
percent·JJ)ore than the company increased 50 percent. Then sen- -
and employees contributed a ior management per~onnel prom- Herbert 1". Johnson Museum of_ 
year ago. With all pledges still tly pledged 22 percent more than Art. 
not· in, company chairwoman a .year ago. Now the great r 
Mrs. Greg Dende expressed her maJority of employees are. join-
confidence that Ithaco would be ing in and a s.uccussful campaign 
is assured. · · 
"Art Insights: Making Sen-
ses" will be held for adults on 
Wednesdays from 6:45 to. 8:45 
pm, starting ' Oct. 13. On 
Saturdays thete will be two 
workshops - one for familie!! {any 
adult with a child 5-9 years old) . 
from 10 to 11:30 am, and one for 
teens (10:16 years old) from 1 to 
3pm. 
000 Voter Ree:istration 
•' 
continued from page S 
Pven play a large factor in the 
Pres1Clt•ntial contest in New 
YOrk." 
The Student Voter Registra. 
. tjon Drive _has not rur:i smoothly 
rn l!,11 count1es.Accord11:ig to Mr. 
Iluoson.- '~Many large County 
Board~ of Rlecl!on, notably Alba 
ny, Erie, Onondaga, Schenecta 
dy, Monroc;,Bro.omc, Vvestches 
'.fhl' Nre York Public Inter -
""t. Research Group , Inc. 
tNYPIRG) i!< a non-partisan 
research and advocacy organiza .- The art program a~ the 
Lion with ahout 200,000 college museum explores the creative 
and univl'rsitv student members process'. Classes meet in the 
in New York State. Operating museum's galleries, and each. 
· from offices in Alb,iny, Bingham 
ton. Ruffalo. New. York City;- week a wide range of art·_ is 
and Svracust>. N.YPIRG's staff of studied: sculpture, painting, 
lawvers: researchers and organi -prints, ceramics, drawings "and 
zi•rs work with students to' mixed media. Participants do -
tPat'h citi7.l'nship skills and to more than l1'sten and look at art·, 
I ransfote student concerns into 
puhli1· policy initiatives. Cqnsu - they join in the_ making of art by 
mPr protl'clion. environmental using clay, paint, video and other 
· pn•st•rvii.'tion. · and government materials. Their p~rsonal in-
,H·c<iuntabilitv an• NYPIRG's 
• I 
frr, and Orange counties, 
refusl·d to make mai! ·voter 
rPgislration forms available to 
!student groups as required l.5J 
Lh!• law. Some Couny Boards 
rdusp to-register students at 
anything other than a parent's 
address. Over 700 cases of 
-;Ludents wlio have ht'l'n denied 
._!'1·gbtralion are prese,nlly pend ';_ 
prin!'iplc areas of conc(•rn. In volvement and responses are an 
addition to NYPIR(;,thl' other essential part of the learning 
sfucl~·nt · groups sponsering tlu.• experience . 
-
mg hefore State Supretne .Courts· 
.ind County ffoards of I%~ctio·n.!'.·, 
Two such casps will he heard' 
I oda.v in the State Supreme 
('ourt in Albany County. 
NYPIRG cbntemplatcs a con 
I imwd effort during October to 
in!--11n• that it maximum numher 
of nl'wly registered students 
vol.!' on NovPmher 2. 
N,_.,.; YOrk Student Voh•r Rt>gis -
t rat i<in Driv,•. incluckdJ,he Amer 
il'an Vol.Pr Education Fund, the Enrollment 'is limited fo 15 Community Collq~c St.all' Assoc! 
at ion. t.hl' ind1•ppndl•nl Studt•nt students per workshop, on a first 
< 'oalit ion. I hl·stu1frnt Associatio!J come, first served basis. Regis-
of I lw Statt, l 1nivcrsity (SASl.1.l , tration forms may be obtained at 
,~IHI t h1· .. ~i nivl•rsil .v Stuc!Pnt_ the museum desk or· by calling 
SPn;,t i·.(l ·SSl. h 256 6464 t e museum at - .. 
OO-AafJ4~ _ ..ctA~AU41~~ 
'clip joint' 
OOAijf14~w~a~© fr©r:!4 ~ce~ 
~W©~ce~ 
can m·ean-
. clinton _h~use for app't-. 
A Warm Winter 
Remember 
the outerwear sale. 
Egbert ·union Crossroads 
We:d_ne.sday,. Oct.20. 
Thursday, ·oct. ·21· 
10·--·spffl_ --- 'I, 
:·116 n. cayuga 273-~221 
~·. 
A College Degree __ 
and- no pl4ns?·_ · 
Becoine a 
. 
-~a'Y'yer's Assistant 
and put your 
education to work. 
If you will soon be receiving your degree and entering a job market which has not yet met your expectations ... 
Here's your invitation to another opportunity: The world 
of the legal assistant. You can be trained to be a skilled 
member of a top legal team with the potential for an 
outstanding and active career. . 
Give yourself an advantage by attending Adelphi Universitf s Law-
yer's Assistant Program which is accredited by the American Bar 
Association and attain the skills plus the cre~entials that count in 
the legal community:· 
Specialize. in:-Employee Benefits-Estates, Trust and Wills-Corpora-
tion!l-litigation-Real Estate and Mortgages-or become a Gen-
eralist. 
A representative from Adelphi llniversity.'s _Lawyer's Assistant 
Program will be on campus on October 21 fro~ 10:00:a.m. -
4:00 p.m. at the Placement Office to ·meet interested students. 
For more information· contact t~e Placement Office or the 
lawyer's Assistant Program, Adelphi University, Garden City, . 
N.Y. 11530 (516) 294-8700 Elct. 7604. · ., j. · i-:------------------------CP65-I . I Name ____________ Phone.-.:..~- I I Address.___ ___________ ________ _____ . I 
I, City· _______ .State. • - Zip______ I 
I DAY PROGRAM . . - -- ·.t '· I -0 Spring 1977 _ O Summer -1977 . __ I 
I . February 14-May 13 . - · -June 6"August -26 . . . 
. --o Fall :1977-Septembetj-267Detember 16 I 
I l EVENING PROG.RA!vf.'.::'·. ·· . I 
·' _,· .1 · · o Sprin~-Summer.::-M.arch 8•Septetnber· 1, .1977 · - . I· 
· f- __ o ~all-W~oter:-Se~tember 15,: 1977-March 18,· 1978 1
1
, 
I Adelph . IN _COQPER~TIO,. WITH . - ' 
· · I - ·THi':~~TIQNAL "CENTER. · I I . . . . .. - ·-- . . , . I· I"' _ ... · .. . . · · . . f,QR PA_RAt'EGAL ]'R.I\INING_ : ·_- : 1 . 
I ADELPHI UNIVERSITY · · ·. · · . . .. , 0 ••• • , _-1. 
I Adelphf University admits student~ on the·basis of individual ; '. I', merit ~nd . without regard · to, . !'lice, .color," _creed,. or :seic. . :J L-~-~~~~~~~--~-.,.._...-~~----~--
.--- ., ' . - . . ... .~ ,._ ~~~. ... '' -. \. J 
Nancy;-
.lt was a lot of ,fun at dinner .... --------· last week. Why not- come down 
Hey· Goldenrod: 
again. 
Yours-truly. your taco mate 
Although life liiay have its 
ups and downs, remember rn · 
always be there during your hard New Pub, Staff~ · . 
times. I'm so thirsty today .. .let's Good luck these first few 
hit--.the Pub-tonight. times. Remember keep smiling · 
Love, Bananas and·all will go well:, · _ · ': 
To Dear Ferrari: 
Thanks for being my friend 
and· for just being there. Voom 
Voom. 
Ro_lls Royce 
Big Smith· · _ 
You've been my_ herd from 
big mean looking Stoo's in the 
window to.fJig mean looking fires· 
in the kitche'n. · Thanks.· 
· A bette1,' friend? Im.possible, 
1ew-dee! \ · 
Noma, with I sheet 
One of your Pub managers · 
Kim-0 Did-you see this ad, 
too? rn meet. you next time 
we're both in the Ubraryl Have 
you heard-from New Paltz? Will 
anyone hear from New Paltz? 
Jon 
FOR -SALE: Harmon Kardon 
1000 Cassette Deck: $175 if 
interested., Call Ken 272-2817 
Lodi, 
Hope you enjoy your visit to· 
I.C. You'll find it isn't lik~ WJ at 
-all, but it isn't suppose to be. I'm 
Party Time!!! really looking ·forward to a 
Sunday nite 9:00 pm. terrific weekend and having you 
Garden 27-2-4. 5 kegs. Y'all here. 
come down now. Jo 
- FIRST 1 
ASSEMBLY ,.! 
OFG0D-
520 W. Sintca St. 
Rev. Richard J. Thomas 
272:53\3 
Little BI°iie Bus At . 
FlaitPole 9:30 AM 
,Sundavs 
SIIVIGS 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11 a.m. 
Evening Service · 7 p.m. 
Do· YouKnow 
Christ-Or- Just 
About Him? 
, Sue "Brandywine" lf.i:iz::=m==:::c::::::c.::::cs:::==:::tJ 
Experienced Bartender Wanted. 
I.C. student, apply at the Chap-
ter House, 400 Stewart Avenue, 
4:00 'to 6:00 daily. 
Hank, 
Try satisfying your· leather 
fetish with a dose of sugar. 
with love from the Buck-
inghams 
Dear L, . 
Here's II to11St to all the 
best times. [It's one of my better 
toasts, don't you agree?] 
Love·, L. 
All men interested in Inter-
mural Ice Hockey. please attend 
meeting Wo?Clnesday Oct~20th, in 
West Tower- Lobby at 8:()0~ ·This_ 
SCH 
ARCHAEOLOG 1·cAL 
TOU·R OF G'REECI; 
A · Cornell Wintersession Trio 
December 29 ~ January 12-
No orereauisites. ooen to all--earD 
- 3 credits in Classics or Archaeology 
deoartments--Katherfne Abramovitz. 
· instructor. 
Highlights: Athens Sparta 
Corfnth ·orvm pia 
Mycenae Delphf 
Marathon 
Take advantage of this oooortunitv 
to sfudv the ma ior 'Sites of Homeric 
and Classical Greece. 
.. lnformatfonaf meetf n2: October 20, 
7: 30pm, G.S. 26 Extramural Division, 
- \ 105 Day Hall, 256-4987 
t meeting is mandatory fpr anyone · ' 
interested in men's Ice Hockey. 
Rosters will be established. If 
cannot attend call Chip at 
27f3494 or Dave at 274-3'498. 
I 
LUCK;Y 13 CARD1! We punch it 
every time you get a car wash or 
a gas fill up. Free wash on your 
birthday. Gulf Car Wash 740 
South Meadow · St. [Route 13 
South, entranc,e to Westons). 
We're clellJl.ing up down here! 
FOR · SALE: Lafayette- model · 
F990 Stereo headphones. Have 
great sound and are in excellent 
condition. Call Dave 273-7606. 
Electra stereo with AM-FM 
radio and 8-track for sale. !75. -
Call Cindy 277-3802. 
Ski Davos Switurliind. January 
7-15. Swissair Student special 
$532 from· New York City, 
including Air, hotel, transfers ' 
and-meals. Baker Ski Desk. Dial 
27-Baker: · 
. For Sale: Sony_ AMP with built 
/ in cai;;sette deck, am-fm; Garrard 
turntable and Sony speakers for 
- SI 75.00, call Jon x783, 272-9682. 
Must sell· - Bran4 new men's 
lambski~ coat. Large. 40 
percent of retail. 273-1274. 
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Make use of your useless knowledge in the First Annual 
(hopefully) Schmidt's Trivia Contest. 
There are two kinds of intelligence. 'There's the kind that will ,nak.e 
you-famous. respected and a model to little children everywhere . 
And there'sSchmarts. 
Well. the humanitarians at Schmidt's think your fun facts should do 
you some good. too. Ergo, the.Contest. 
--, Here's your chance to impress your friends. have more fun than you 
should on a week night, and maybe win prizes ( maybe even c1 trip for two 
' to the resort at Great Gorge). · · 
, So get ready.for The Big One. You'll find all the details at your local 
pub, saloon or watering hole. s h ~ di-
Ther~·s .no purchase necessary. C mt s 
Just skill. . (. The b~cr that might make 
· \ Philadelphia famous. , 
I , __, 
C SCHMIDT & SbNS INC P
0
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I.C. Soccer: \ . 
Lookine: Out. For ~_ninher One---
~howdown-Tod(iy 
Yankees Lose· 
By Reid W almark 
This Saturday at ·2:00 P .M. 
the Ithaca College _varsity Soccer 
team hosts St. lawrence Univer-
sity, winne.rs of the I.C.A.C. the 
past three campaigns. Then 
Tuesday afternoon at 3:00 P .M. 
the Bombers will challenge a 
national powerhouse - the Hart-
wick College Warriors. In the. 
past week's action I.C. split two 
-eontests. Thrusday october 7, 
the Blue and Gold notched their 
initial shutout with a 1-0 victory 
at St. Bonaventure. Two day"s 
ago on Allen· Field, the Varsity 
almost caught Le Moyne College, 
failing 4-3. 
St. lawrence is Jed by· 1_975 
All-New York Stater Dana Hol-
lingsworth'who holds the S.L.U. 
career scoring records (recently 
overcoming Ithaca's coach Al 
MacCormack). Last year in 
Canton the Bombers were de-
feated 2-0. Both the coach and 
his charges would like nothing 
more than revenge. The coach 
comments: "The team is going to 
be sky-high and ready to play." 
Jf LC. can play a defensively 
steady 90 minutes, the Bombers 
may surprise the conference's 1st 
place squad. 
Depending on the outcome 
of this week's Coaches' Poll, the 
number one team in th~ land may 
visit Allen Field Tuesday at 3:00. 
Hartwick College is currently 
rated no. 1 in the state and 
during the preceding week they 
were rated no. 2. nationally. If 
_you want to see college soccer 
played at its best - check out 
Tuesday's action. 
Photo by Chuck Riter 
ion. In- front of Scott at the, by-Corey Taylor Many fans at the stadium 
·stopper' centerfullback spot is _ last nighC questi9!Jed Manager 
the rugged Carl Haggerty, who The Kansas City Royals Martin's wisdom on pitching 
rhas be·en · switched from the surprised many Yankee Stadium Hu_nter on three days rest. 
midfield. Freshman centerfull- fans last night. The Royals beat Martin figured that with Hunter, 
back Charlie Bensley has been the .Yankees 7~4 in a game that the Yankees could wrap up the 
-moved to wingback. most people thought the Yankees series. Martin reasoned.·that Jf 
Sophomore transfer Scott would win. Thus the showdown· Hunte.r pitched Wednesday he 
P-orter starred against St. Bona- for the pennant today. would :then be able to pitch. in 
venture. Coach MacCormacl<: - Yankee Manager Billy Mar::- W~rld Series Game 2 with three 
praised Scott, noting: - "he tinjelected to use Catfish Hunter days rest on Sunqay. 
stopped the offensive threats of in the game and the move Tonight's game once again 
St. Bonaventure by picking up all backfired. . proved that baseball games are 
the loose balls in our backfield." John Mayberry led off the won on the field, not off. On 
In general, the Blue and Gold's K.C. second inning, drawing a paper the Yankees come off as 
defense played so steadily that walk •. With two out Cookie Rojas the far superior- team. Kansas 
Ooalkeeper Jeff Cogshall only singled putting runners on first City manager Whitey Herzog has 
had to stop one ~hot in the last 45 and third. Fred Patek, the so far been able· to control the 
minutes. That shot though, was Royals little· dynamo at shortstop Yankees with smart managing. . 
a penalty kick. _Jeff prov.ed equal doubled in Mayberry and McRae He hl,IB shown the Yankees 
__ to the-challenge as he dove to his to give the Royals a 2-0 advant- southpaws as much as possible 
left and caught the home-bound age. Catcher Buck Martinez because of the Yanks problems in Hartwick is led by "the best 
American-born collegiate player 
in the nation," sweeper-back 
Glenn 'Moochie' Myernick who 
wears uniform number 2. The 
ick has another bona fide first 
team All-American candidate in 
their diminutive but ele~trifying 
ce[!ter halfback, no. 4 Bill 
Gazonas. Two other players 
have legitimate chances for All--
American recognition. They are 
no. 6, stopper-back Jeffrey Tip-
ping and goalkeeper Keith Van 
Eron. Hartwich has been rated 
co-favorites to win the N.C.A.A. 
Division I national championship. 
Last Saturday in Philadelphia, 
the Warriors up-ended the other 
co-favorite Philadelphia Textile· 
3-2. 1975 saw Ithaca lose 2-0 to 
Hartwick on Allen Field .. The 
Bombers are . looking for a 
respectable showing once again. 
With just 4:20 r~maining in 
last Thursday's match, junior 
striker Chris Poulias tallied his 
first goal o_f '76, enabling Jeff 
Cogshall to post a 1-0 blanking 
over the Bonnies. Yoeman work 
by Jim Edwards set up the game 
decider. Jim carried the ball 
down the right wing when he 
noticed Chris uncovered making 
a·B-line towards the goal mouth. 
Jim· 'touched' it to Chris who 
'found the opening' from about 
ten yards away. 
, The Saint Bonavel)ture road 
victory was the first successful 
showing for the revamped Ithaca 
Club. Coach MacCormack has 
inserteed Scott Porter at the 
'sweeper' centerfullback posit-
sphere. followed with an RBI single and handling lefties. -Manager Her-
Tuesday's contest was a Kansas City took the lead for zog also has been imitating 
two-faced battle with the visitors good; · Sparky Anderson of, the Reds. 
dominating early ~nd Ithaca . . The Royals shutout didn't He has quickly removed his 
controlling late. Je Moyne led at last long. Chris Chambliss pitchers at the first sign of a real 
the halfway point 4-1. ' Second singled to lea~ off the inning and threat. 
half goals by mark Dullea and then the Yankees' one man Most Yankee fans came to 
former J. V .er Dan Barnardin cut power show began. -American the Stadium with a gleam in their 
the margin to 4-3. le Moyne, a League Home Run Champion· eye as they_ sensed that this was 
'75 E.C.A.C. playoff participant Craig Nettles blasted a shot into the night! It was just not to be! 
scored three times in the opening the upper heavens of the ·right · .To~ay's finaf c_o~test shapes 
29:05 as Dan Cook tallied twice. field stands to make the score up as an interesting matchup. 
At 33:06· Jim Edwards recorded ;J-2. Nettles continued to im- Kansas City is expected to pitch 
his third · seasonal goal. _ Paul press, both in the field and at the Baul Splittoff,. the southpaw who 
Leifer got the set up when he cut ·plate. held the Yanks·· in- check on 
back the direction -of. the ball. at Catfish Hunter. _pitching on Sunday. Meanwhile the Yankees 
· the 18 yard Jine, feeding a pass to only three days rest, was not his will probably counter with Ken 
Jim who converted a left:footer. usual self. In the-fourth inning· Holtzman, an experienced play-
But before the half closed Cook ·. Hall -McRae led off the· inning off pitcher over 19· game winner 
·scored again. ..yith a double for Kansas City. Ed Figueroa~ · . 
At 21:22 of the do.sing Jim-Quirk tripled to the alley in There was' more than just 
period mar Dullea beat the goalie ri~ht center to give· the Rc;,yals -·game_ excitement at the Stadium. 
with a 30 yardedor hi;3 first goal their fourth run- as McRae - Spending ·an ho·ur and a half-to 
of- '76; Auggi Cellitti had the crossed the plate. Dick Tridow find parking space was exc~te-. 
assist. In the ~losing moments replaced "Catfish" and the· Roy- ~E_lnt in itself. Those, "impr_oved 
fr,esh_man Dan Bar11ardin hit the als added run number,five on.a access roads;" we heard so much 
nets as Steve Carey grabbed the Cookie Rojas sacri~ice fly. a:t,out · never materialized and 
assist on. a diagonal pass to the Hal .McRae ""tripled in the fans who didn't arrive very early 
corner of the 6 yard box. sixth inning and scored on a found the going tough. 
The coach reflected: "It was • sacrifice fly to give the Royals a Security for the. series has 
a case of lacksadaisical def/nsive 6-2 lead. · been greatly improv.ed over the 
coverage in t_he first half. Our The Yankees made the score Ali-N~rto_n fight. It improved so -
forwards failed to put two passes 6-3 after scratching out a run much that one fan remarked; 
together then things begal! clic- following an Elliott Maddox "With all· these goddam · cops 
king l;!!,e in the-first stanza; We· double. here, who's watching the city." 
were much more aggressive in Botp_ teams scored late in- .. Probably no one,_ because 
the second half than iii the first." ning runs, the Yankees' coming the city has been watching the-
on another Nettles homer: --. Yankees, as they yearn for ·a 
return to glory. 
ee•••••oooeeeeooo 
Chiefs Fall 31-0 o o· Gt 0 &: G 
e The Ithacan e 
~ 0 
~~ : 0, 
Women Skaters The_Springfield Chiefs were The defense shut down the G would like ·: Ithaca's latest victim . as the Chiefs on every series and gained : _ : -
!Prepare IF01r Seasol!_ 
l!:ve Homburger 
Bombers rolled to their th_ird win their goal of a shutout. e - c, 
of the season, 31-0. The Rick Eggleston was the star ! comp"4!.te c~vera~e e 
Bombers scored early· as Scott of the specialty· teams ,as he .., · G 
1 Billings kicked a field goal,. and blocked two Springfield punts: : · . : 
shortly after super· freshman The- win raised the Bombers • of. I.e. Sports--- • ' 
fullback Matt Mees burst up the record to a 3-1-1 ·and made • · • 
Seavullo is serving as vice-presi-· middle with a 48 yard touchdown playoff hopes a little brighter. : •. 
dent. Secretary is Jean Ferris run:.- Steve Tennenbaum roun- .Looking at the· schedule 9 • 
And here they come onto the and treasurer is Marcia Whitta- .ded out th~ first half scor{ng as ahead, thi_~ Saturday Ithaca • YOU Can Help! e 
ice! RAH! RAH! RAH! The ker. Mary Cutl~r and Michele he went around end and out-ran- 1ravels to Springfield Mass. l<L. • • 
Women's Ice Hockey Club, going Viotty are acvisors. everyone on his way to a 26 yard take-on J;)ivision II 'Opponent : ' : 
into its fourth season, started its The Club has worked itself score. American International College. e e 
. . - -Contact / 
training program this week. up to a fifteen-game schedule for As the second half opened, This is followed by a home • e-
Head coach Steve __ .Fiore and. ·· this season. Teams included int leading 17-0, th_e · Bombers, : encounter with pivision· III foe : · -- • 
.issistant coaches Fred Phelps eh S_!:h~dule_ are Cortland, Oswe- showed no signs of a let-up. Matt C. W_._ Post whi~h . is presently · • : 
and Steve Sanford are trying go, posdam, St. lawrence, Clark- Mees went· 21 yards for· his ranked·number one in the nation. • Pete ·Talb9t e · 
their b~~t to get these girls trim son, B. U ., B.C., Providence second score of the afternoon and U - ~he. ~omb'ers ·· win this. : · ;_• 
and ready for their first game. College, Colgate, . R.I.T., and--.. John Nicolo· added another .. to · Saturday. 1t. wo~Jd _set up. the· big,•. _ • 
Yes, these muscles are already Cornell. Anybody. interested iri round out the scoring. · · showdown on South Hill Field--0n-"e· : 
complaining. As soon as the being a trainer, please.call Linda All in:· all it was~ a good day · Parents'. We~kend Oct. 23. . So • X..777 e· 
weather chills· a little bit more, Wilcox at x757 or 273-6472. All for_the·Bombers, in fact probably the Bombers ,areIJ't. out of the·-:. • 
the girls will be practicing their games are held at Lynah Rink their. best of the seas?~· - . woods yet and they are not in the •· • . ,. : 
skills at Cass Park. . and ~re free to the I.C. communi- Freshman· Tom Kleinha~~er · playoffs yet, but· things Ne- • . ·; e 
President of the club is ty with an I.C. card. Come one, started at quarterback relief looking brighter:- _ · • ·. · . · · _ ---• , 
Linda Wilco~·--and .. Mary Beth come am·· _··from veteran Frank Caufield. •. · ... ··· - .- , · - - .- _: : '. · .•.:- . 
- ..,... - - - - - - - - . - - - - .. - ·- ' ······~··········· -· ' ', . '~ ·::-~ . . . , 
